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Hmong Community 
Festival to be held at 
Winona Senior High, 
all welcome 
See Page 3 z a) 
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First lady Hillary 
Rodham Clinton tells 
the Winonan about 
her college days 
See Page 4 
O 
LLB 
Rendezvous Wrap-up, 
and New AIDS test 
out on market 
See Pages 6 and 7 
sci) Volleyball wins 2, loses 2 at Moorhead 
State Tournament 0 
See Pa • e 10 
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TODD MARTIN/staff photographer 
Bringing a little culture to Winona State University, Carlos Quinche (left), Leo Lara (middle), and M Anotonio Dirzo A. (right) play 
Andean Folk music in the courtyard on Wednesday. The band members also had tapes and compact discs of their music , 
jewelry, and blankets that were available to the public for purchase. 
Election turns controversial for 
International Club candidates 
Democracy is more than a political 
system, according to authors 
By AMANDA SAMUELSON 
News Reporter 
What does it take to minimize 
the distance between citizens and 
the government and lessen the feel-
ing of powerlessness in our commu-
nities? According to Frances Moore 
Lappe' and Paul Martin Du Bois, 
Ph.D., the recipe is active involve-
ment in our communities as well as 
taking democracy into our own 
hands. 
Lappe' and Du Bois spoke at 
Winona State University on Octo-
ber 21 as part of WSU's Lyceum 
Series with the theme, "In Search of 
Community". Lappe' is the author 
of the books Diet for a Small Planet 
and Rediscovering American Val-
ues. Du Bois is the author of  Mod-
ern Administrative Practicesand has 
a weekly radio and television pro- 
gram on public policy. Together, 
Lappe' and Du Bois founded the 
Center for Living Democracy, 
which shows citizens a rewarding 
way of life through community 
problem solving. They have trav-
eled the country listening to citi-
zens who have made a difference in 
their communities and finding out 
why they are so successful. The 
reason these people are getting 
things accomplished is because they 
work together to solve problems 
and instead of protesting when they 
don't agree with something, they 
create new power by taking the 
matter into their own hands. These 
people are involved in what Lappe' 
and Du Bois call a "living democ-
racy", that is, for a democracy to 
work it has to be more than a politi-
cal system —it has to be a way of 
life. As Lappe' said, "Democracy 
is more than something we have, it's 
what we do." 
Through their travels Lappe' and 
Du Bois have witnessed a "quicken-
ing" of democracy through the com-
munities they visited. They corn-
pared the word "quickening" to the 
first stirring of life in the womb. 
One of the communities they visited 
was Harlem where a public school 
in the center of crime, poverty, and 
drugs was working effectively 
through democratic learning. The 
students paid attention in class be-
cause they were the ones running 
the school. In fact, the students were 
the ones who decided whether their 
peers would graduate and ninety 
percent of the classes there do reach 
graduation. 
Just as they found that living de- 
See Lappe, page 3 
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By BETHANIE KREIN 
News Reporter 
This year, the International Club 
ran into a problem while conducting 
voting for the position of president. 
The committee inside running the 
elections believed that one candidate, 
Ranjee Kodituwakku, was campaign-
ing outside of Kryzsko Commons. 
They immediately disqualified her 
making the other candidate, Mauricio 
Mezco, president without counting 
any of the votes. 
The rule, simply put, is that no 
candidate is allowed to be in the hy-
phens in Kryzsko while the elections 
are being held. 
- According to Kodituwakku,"I was 
outside Kryzsko talking to a few of 
my friends when the President of the 
Election Committee came out and 
told me he would disqualify me if I 
continued to stand outside." 
After this, Kodituwakku said, she 
went to the computer lab. "At 1:15 
p.m., two of my friends came into the 
computer lab and said my name had 
been disqualified from the race." 
It was at this time that Kodituwakku 
"She came up to me 
and tried to shake my 
hand, but instead I gave 
her a hug." 
- Mezco 
went to Joe Reed, Student Activities 
Director, for help in this situation. 
Reed said,"There were some dis-
cretions about her campaigning out-
side Kryzsko. [Kodituwakku] said 
she wasn't campaigning outside of 
Kryzsko. [The Election Committee] 
automatically made Mezco the presi- 
dent without counting any of the votes. 
I read part of [the International Club's] 
constitution and highly suggested a 
reelection." 
On October 5, the Election Com-
mittee held a general meeting of the 
International Program. Kodituwakku 
points out however, that out of 300 
international students, only 21 people 
came to the meeting. 
"At this meeting, Kodituwakku 
was given a chance to explain her 
actions," Mezco says. Kodituwakku 
explained that she presented a peti-
tion signed by 80 International Club 
members asking for a reelection. 
According to Kodituwakku,"The 
Election Committee said that they 
wouldn't even look at the petition." 
Mezco said,"The group was given 
the chance to vote on having a reelec-
tion or automatically making me Presi-
dent. More than fifty percent voted to 
have me as their President." 
Kodituwakku said,"The Election 
Committee holds all the power (in the 
International Club). They wouldn't 
let me, if elected, handle things prop-
erly." 
While the whole ordeal had been 
difficult on both candidates. 
Kodituwakku congratulated Mezco 
on his victory right after the final 
decision. 
"She came up to me and tried to 
shake my hand, but instead I gave her 
a hug," said Mezco. " Iwant to put this 
in the past and continue on from this 
point. I am looking forward to this 
year and working with her as a team." 
Kodituwakku, however, said she 
is no longer active in the club. She 
explained that she didn't want to be 
part of the club because she felt it has 
too many cliques to get anything ac-
complished. She added,"I have noth-
ing against Mauricio. My problem 
lays with the Election Committee." 
By CORRINE N. BEYER 
Assistant News Editor 
Winona State University is once 
again in need of an athletic director. 
Fran Hummel, who had verbally 
agreed to fill the position, renounced 
his acceptance on Wednesday, Octo-
ber 16. 
Hummel, who first accepted the 
offer on October 1, but had not yet 
taken over the position, will remain 
the athletic director at Minot State 
University in Minot, South Dakota. 
Hummel cited personal reasons for 
the decision and said that after six 
years at Minot State, there was a great 
attachment and tremendous love for 
the program, university and commu-
nity, that he just could not break away 
from them. 
"There are still a lot of commit-
ments and expectations that need to 
be taken care of," Hummel said. He 
also said that he was in the middle of 
several projects and felt that his deci-
sion was in the best interest of every-
one involved. 
He also said that his decision had 
not been a very easy one to make. 
Gary Evans, vice president for 
university relations and development, 
has served as interim athletic director 
since Steve Juaire resigned on April 
2, 1996. Evans and WSU President 
Darrell Krueger will meet to discuss 
which steps the university will take 
next. Evans stated that while it is 
possible the university will begin the 
search for new candidates right away, 
it is also possible that there will be a 
delay until the first of the year. 
Mike Herzberg,WSU Sports In-
formation Director and head of the 
original committee, said that in his 
opinion the original search had not 
taken that long compared to the two 
year search being conducted at UM-
Duluth. 
When asked if any of the other 
candidates the original search com-
mittee had considered would be of-
fered the position, Evans said, "Those 
avenues have been exhausted." 
"We are in an emergency-hire situ-
ation," Krueger stated. 
Fran Hummel 
Krueger also said that all alterna-
tives are being considered, including 
offering the position to a current staff 
member. 
When asked how he felt about the 
turn of events, Krueger stated, "I am 
disappointed, but I have learned over 
the years that in situations like this, it 
may be for the best for Mr. Hummel 
and maybe even for the university." 
Hummel and his family had been 
in Winona for the Homecoming week-
end. Hummel was impressed with the 
city, the university, and the people 
that he had dealt with, and although 
he had not anticipated this decision, 
he stated that "there was nothing 
wrong" with anything here. 
Hummel said that his decision had 
not been based on money. "This is not 
and never has been a financial issue," 
he said, adding "I wish them the best 
of luck, and hope that they find some-
one to fill the position and continue 
the program." 
Both Krueger and Evans said that 
there had been no indication Hummel 
would decide not to accept the posi-
tion. As for Hummel's qualifica-
tions, Evans stated that he had "clearly 
impressed the search committee." 
"Certainly we are disappointed to 
have lost someone of Fran's capabil-
ity. Our job now is to find someone 
equally as good," said Evans. 
Thanks, but 
no thanks 
WSU once again in need of 
Athletic Director after Fran 
Hummel changes his mind 
Law and order come to WSU 
By ANDY CHADWICK 
News Reporter 
Last Thursday, Winona State Uni-
versity was the first stop on an un-
usual roadtrip. A three judge panel of 
the Minnesota State Court of Appeals 
heard six cases in the east cafeteria at 
Kryzsko Commons. 
This is part of an effort made by the 
State Court System to make the court 
more accessible to Minnesota resi-
dents. Winona was the first venue on 
this tour of eleven different commu-
nities across the "Gopher State." 
"We are mandated by statute to 
travel to all the State Congeressional 
Districts to hear cases every month. 
And we like to make the venues as 
public as possible to show Minneso-
tans how accessible the court actually 
is." said Cheif Judge Edward 
Toussaint, Jr. "We choose our venues 
by the number of cases generated in 
these districts, for example, most of 
the cases we heard in Winona were  
from the Rochester area of the dis-
trict." 
The three judge panel heard a total 
of six cases ranging from child wel-
fare to insurance matters. The court-
room was open to all who where inter-
ested in hearing these arguments, and 
the panel answered questions from 
curious courtroom observers. 
"I thought it was won- 
derful. I sat in the audi- 
ence and . . . had the 
pleasure of having 
lunch with the judges." 
- Krueger 
This was the first time the Court of 
Appeals has ever scheduled cases in 
Winona. When asked about his opin-
ion on this opportunity for the stu-
dents and faculty, Winona State Uni-
versity President Darrell Krueger 
stated,"I thought it was wonderful. I  
sat in the audience and observed some 
of the hearings and I had the pleasure 
of having lunch with the judges. And 
the students that accompanied the 
judges at dinner were, I think, espe-
cially blessed with a great opportu-
nity." 
Krueger also said that the Court 
had not been on the road for quite 
some time and the fact that they will 
not return to Winona in the near future 
truly made it a rare experience for the 
courtroom observers. 
The Minnesota State Court Sys-
tern has a web site at: 
www.courts.state.mn.us. This was 
set up because the Minnesota State 
Court System has a major impact on 
the lives of Minnesotants, whether or 
not you ever enter a courthouse, be-
cause we are all affected by the law. 
Judges and court personnel are launch-
ing this new informational initiative 
to provide interactive opportunities 
for understanding your Trial Courts, 
Court of Appeals, and Supreme Court. 
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Disability 
Awareness 
Disability Awareness Day will 
be held Wednesday, Oct. 30, from 
9:00a.m. to 2:00p.m. in 
Gildemeister Hall. "Up Close and 
Personal" is this year's theme, 
where speakers will provide infor-
mation, presentations, and simula-
tions about disabilities. The event 
is sponsored by the Winona State 
University Local Council for Ex-
ceptional Children chapter, the 
WSU Department of Special Edu-
catiOn, and professor Dr. Bob 
Clay's Human Relations classes. 
Sociology 
The faculty of the Sociology 
department is hosting an advising 
and informational meeting for all 
current and prospective B.A. Soci-
ology majors on Monday, Oct. 28, 
from 4:00p.m. to 5:30p.m. in 
Minne Hall 107. Discussion will 
include the redesigned Sociology 
program, internships, portfolios, 
Sociology Club activities, and 
Winter quarter advising. Students 
desiring advising should pick up 
registration materials in the 
Registrar's Office prior to the meet-
ing. New majors are especially 
encouraged to attend. 
Blood Drive 
It's not too late to give blood. 
The Bloodmobile will be in the 
East Cafeteria today from 
11:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. and tomor-
row from 12 noon to 6:00p.m. Giv-
ing blood is a way to give someone 
else a chance to live and only takes 
a little of your time. 
Sportsfever 
The men's soccer team will take 
on Southwest State at 5:00p.m. on 
Friday, Oct. 25, at Maxwell Field. 
Also on Friday, the women's vol-
leyball team hosts Bemidji State at 
7:00p.m. On Saturday, Oct.26, the 
Family Day football game takes 
place at 1:30pm against Southwest 
State. Women's volleyball will be 
at 6:00p.m. against UM-Duluth. 
On Sunday, Oct. 27, the men's 
soccer team hosts Moorhead at 
1:00p.m. Show your support by 
showing up and cheering loud. 
Camilla Pearce 
The Paul Watkins Gallery at 
WSU is currently presenting the 
recent work of Camilla Pearce. It 
is a collection of fiber works that 
pay homage to quilts and sam-
plers. 
On Tuesday, Oct. 29, Pearce 
will be lecturing in Gildemeister 
155 between 6:00-7:00p.m., and 
there will be a closing reception in 
the Watkins Gallery immediately 
following. For more information, 
call 457-5395. 
A Doll's House 
Henrik Ibsen's modern classic, 
A Doll's House, is playing at the 
Guthrie Theatre on Saturday, Nov. 
9, and the Theatre and Dance De-
partment is sponsoring a trip to 
Minneapolis for all interested. 
Afterwards, the coach will visit 
the Mall of America for a little 
shopping. Cost is $10 for WSU 
students, $15 for all others. For 
tickets and more information call 
David Bratt at 457-5241 or 5230. 
Preregistration 
Registration materials for Win-
ter Quarter preregistration will be 
available beginning Thursday, Oct. 
24, from 8:00a.m. to 3:30p.m. at 
the Registrar's Office. A WSU ID 
is required. Preregistration will be 
Oct. 31 and Nov.1, 6 and 7. Be sure 
to clear up any holds you may have 
on your registration, and don't for-
get to consult your advisor about 
which classes to take. Contrary to 
popular opinion, advisors can be 
very helpful. 
Career Fair '96 
All Winona State University stu-
dents and faculty are invited to 
attend Career Fair '96 today from 
10:00a.m. to 3:30p.m. in McCown 
Gymnasium. Employers will be 
available to discuss career infor-
mation and internship availabilty. 
Graduate schools will also be there 
to discuss graduate program en-
trance requirements. 
Employers who have hiring 
needs or internships available will 
remain on campus tomorrow to 
conduct interviews. Interested stu-
dents can approach employers and 
ask to schedule an interview. 
Career Fair '96 is co-sponsored 
by the Career Planning and Place-
ment Offices of Winona State Uni-
versity, St. Mary's University and 
Winona Technical College. 
Set Your Clocks 
On Sunday, Oct. 27, Daylight 
Savings time comes to an end. 
Spring ahead and fall backward 
means you set your clocks back an 
hour. This way you have more time 
for schoolwork, sleep, or whatever. 
Just make sure you're not an hour 
early for class 
Goo Goo Dolls 
and BoDeans 
Concert 
The Goo Goo Dolls and the 
BoDeans are coming to WSU No-
vember 2 at 7:30 pm in the McCown 
Gym. The concert is sponsored by 
UPAC, and tickets cost $15. Plenty 
of tickets are still available, and can 
be purchased at the UPAC office in 
the lower level of Kryzsko Com-
mons. No checks, please. For more 
information, call 457-5315. 
English and Math 
Placement 
The next chances to take English 
and math placement exams are 
Wednesday, Oct. 30, from 3:30 to 
5:30p.m., and Monday, Nov. 4, from 
6:00 to 8:00p.m., both in Howell 
135. All new students must take the 
English and mathematics placement 
exams prior to registering for for 
their initial English composition and 
mathematics courses. Students must 
register to take the tests by visiting 
the Advising and Retention Office 
in Phelps 129, or by calling there at 
457-5600. Students must bring a 
photo ID to the testing site. For 
additional information call Advis-
ing and Retention at the above num-
ber. 
T'ai Chi 
T'ai Chi is a non-contact Martial 
Art learned by imitation. The T'ai 
Chi Club is open to anyone, and 
meets Monday through Friday from 
12 noon to 12:50p.m. in the Phelps 
Gymnasium. 
What's Going On? 
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MASTER CARD 
& DISCOVER WELCOMED 
Hmong festival open 
to all interested 
The fourth annual Hmong Community Festival will be held Saturday, 
October 26, from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm at Winona Senior High School in the 
Concourse. The festival is free and open to the public, and features dances, 
songs, brilliant clothing, and a traditional Hmong meal. The event's purpose 
is to increase awareness about the Hmong culture. 
Traditional musical instruments such as the qeej (sounds like "keng") and 
the raj puliv (a short flute that would be played to entertain a woman when 
courting her), will be featured. 
The Hmong were recruited, trained, and worked closely with U.S. 
military forces during the war in Southeast Asia. Fearing persecution after 
the war, they fled Laos, lived in refugee camps in Thailand and have been 
resettled in many countries, including the United States. 
The festival is sponsored by Project FINE (Focus on Integrating New-
corners through Education), Winona County Extension and the Housing and 
Redevelopment Authority. Please contact Project FINE Director, Sheila 
Kahlert, at 457-6440 if you have any questions about the event. 
Rocco's Pizza 
Over 37 Years of Delicious Pizza 
Homemade Dough, Fresh Cut Vegetables, 
The Finest Meats & Rocco's Own Sauce 
Make Our Pizza The Best In Town. 
You're In For A Treat. _ 
ci elf 
• East 
5th & Mankato Ave. 
In The Athletic Club 
454-3360 
.West 
5242 6th St. 
Goodview 
454-5911 
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VOTE 
KARL 
SONNEMAN 
FOR SCHOOL BOARD "‘ 
"The future of America lies in the youth of toda 
Thomas, Karin, Jane, Karl, and James 
Prepared and paid for by the Sonneman for School Board Committe 
Lauren Miene, Treasurer, 156 East Broadway, Winona, MN 55987 
Disability Awareness 
Day tries to involve 
future educators 
This year's Disability Awareness Day theme is "Up Close and Personal." 
The event will be held Wednesday, Oct. 30, and is sponsored by the 
Winona State University Local Council for Exceptional Children. A display 
and simulations fair aimed at providing information will be held from 9 am 
until 2 pm in Gildemeister Hall. 
According to Michelle Plein, Disability Awareness Day coordinator, 
various foundations, clubs, and service groups have been invited to set tip 
booths throughout the hallways. She said that it will be an infornial 
occasion. 
"The goal is to raise awareness for future educators of things that we can 
get involved in," .said Plein. 
The day is also sponsored by the Winona State Department of Special 
Education, and Dr. Bob Clay's Human Relations classes will be helping. 
AdVERTISE IN TILE WINIONAN: 
457.5677 
Redeem this coupon and receive 
$2.00 Off 14" Pizza 
Eat-In or Take Out 
Free Delivery In Winona Area 
"East Or West, Rocco's Is Best" 
The Winonan 	 Offer Expires November 5, 1996 
L 	  
SMART MONEY 
Getting a diploma is a smart thing to 
do. But paying for a college education is 
not getting any easier. 
TCF BANK Minnesota fsb can help. 
TCF BANK offers several loan programs 
for students and parents to help you get 
that diploma. 
Call us for more information and an 
application toll-free at 800-247-1092 
Ext. 8100. 
Lender Code MI BANK 
821728 
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Lappe 
Continued from page 1 
mocracy works in schools, Lappe' 
and Du Bois have found that when 
people are in charge of the communi-
ties, there is a great rate of success. 
This democracy is at work in commu-
nities like the one in San Antonio, 
Texas where there are a majority of 
Hispanic people who work full time 
and are still unable to support their 
families. Groups of concerned citi-
zens came together and analyzed the 
problem. They found out that the 
Hispanic people did not have the skills 
to have the high paying jobs. These 
citizen groups met every Monday to 
attempt to help the Hispanics get the 
job training they needed and the citi-
zens were also willing to sit down and 
negotiate with corporations to hire 
the graduates of job training. The 
citizens also set up community cen- 
ters for support in times of crisis, for 
example, when a child is sick or some-
thing happens that would make the 
person unable to go to work. 
The citizens of San Antonio used 
their power to benefit those in the 
community who were struggling 
through life. Lappe' and Du Bois 
stressed to the audience that "power" 
was not a dirty word and if we think of 
it in that way we give up our power. 
The word "power" means "to be able" 
in Latin. Power becomes available to 
us when we don't think of it in a 
negative way. 
Lappe' and Du Bois offered some 
important information as they neared 
the end of their presentation. The 
most important thing citizens can do 
is listen. People need to listen to each 
other and work together to solve prob-
lems. By doing so they put the power 
in their own hands and become part of 
a living democracy. 
Named to the 
Minnesota State 
University 
Student 
Association 
'96 Legislative 
Dean's List 
"We appreciate your outstanding 
commitment to the students 
enrolled in the public higher 
education institutions throughout 
the state." 
Brent Glass 	Frank Viggiano 	Below: Steve meets with 
State Chair, 	Executive Director, 	Winona State students at 
MSUSA MSUSA 
	
the State Capitol during 
the last legislative session. 
Putting 
Students 
and Quality 
Education 
First 
Some of the education legislation Steve Morse has 
authored in recent sessions: 
• Funding for the new WSU library scheduled for 
spring construction 
• Tuition relief bill (co-author) which would have 
reduced tuition by $50 million 
• Funding for construction of Stark Hall 
• Authorization for the recently completed cafeteria expansion 
• '96 funding for $2.2 million cooling plant. This was the 
#3 priority statewide but Governor Carlson passed over it 
to fund the #24 ranked St. Cloud library. Steve got this 
critical project fully restored. 
A leader in protecting our natural resources 
for future generations... 
Steve chairs the finance division of the Senate Environment and 
Natural Resources Committee and has been endorsed by Clean 
	  Water Action Project, Sierra Club, and the 
League of Conservaton Voters. 
...and standing tall for working families. 
Steve has a 100% voting record with the 
National Organization of Women, 
(NOW), the Children's Defense 
4' 	Fund, and is endorsed by the 
Minnesota Nurses Association 
	  and Care Providers of Minnesota. 
Prepared and paid for by the Senator Morse Volunteer Committee, Box 805, Winona, MN 55987 
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October 23, 1996 
Winonan Editorial Policy 
The opinions expressed in the pages of this newspaper are not necessarily those of the Minnesota State University and College 
system, Winona State University, its faculty or staff, or the student body. 
The Winonan welcomes all letters to the Editor. All letters must be clearly written or typed, and include your name, major, 
year in school and phone number (for our use). Letters may be sent via Email, but must include the previous information. 
Letters not meeting these criteria will not be published. 
The Winonan reserves the right to edit letters for grammar, punctuation and space. 
This reminds me of a 
situation I faced 
against the Raiders 
back in '62... 
Another Point Of View 
First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton 
A few months ago, my daughter Chelsea and I went on a college tour. 
As we visited dormitories, libraries, and lecture halls, and looked over 
flyers advertising plays, clubs and special speakers on campuses, I was 
reminded of the great opportunites college can offer to those lucky enough 
to go. 
I began my own college career more than thirty years ago this fall. I 
remember the excitement-- and uncertainty-- of moving far from home, of 
leaving my parents, brothers, and best friends back in Illinois. I remember 
feeling anxious about which courses to select from a catalog of hundreds 
and finding time for all the clubs I wanted to join (one of those was the 
Republican Club!). I remember worrying about how I would balance all of 
these new commitments with time for friends, much less time for sleep and 
meals. 
I was just beginning then-- as many of you are today-- the never-ending 
process of searching for the right balance in my life, of tilling my days in 
ways that were true to my own interests and to my responsibilities to the 
larger community. 
In these four years, you will have unprecendented opportunites to pursue 
your true interests, to nurture your own intellect, to express your own ideas. 
But, college is also a place to discover how much more you can acheive 
when you work as part of a larger community. Its a place where people of 
different tastes, attitudes, and aspirations learn to live together, to share care 
packages and problem sets, and to respect each other. College, with the 
friend you make, the teams you cheer for, the clubs you join, is a place to 
learn the importance of community, and of civic responsibility. 
You will live the bulk of you life in the 21st century. You are already 
living in a time of great change and transition. Your challenge as an adult 
will be to lead the next generation of Americans safely into a 21st century 
that continues to honor the ideals of democracy that have made our country 
the strongest and most free in the world. 1 believe you must do that by taking 
responsibility, creating opportunites, and strengthening our communities. 
Few colleges will claim that each of their newly-minted graduates is 
fully prepared to meet the challenges of the real world. But if each of you 
leaves campus with a greater sense of what it means to be and act 
responsibly as a part of a larger community, then you will have gained the 
most important tool you will need as you chart your own -- and our 
country's-- course to the future. 
Letters To The Editor 
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Get Involved 
Student get involved! Tis the politi-
cal season and students need to get 
informed and motivated. This Thurs-
day night is your chance to get edu-
cated with the issues. There will be 
State Senate and State Representative 
Debate, sponsored by the WSU Stu-
dent Senate and the Winona Area 
League of Women Voters. Candidates 
included are those from the State Rep-
resentative race in district 32A, Mike 
Campbell (R), and Gene Pelowski (D). 
State Representative race in 32B, Kathy 
Weeks (D), Michelle Rifenberg (R), 
and Jack Mueller (Reform party). Also, 
the State Senate race with participants 
Linda Seppanen (R), and Steve Morse 
(D). 
The debate is Thursday Oct. 24, 
7:00 pm in Stark Auditorium. Hope to 
see the audience filled with interested 
students, administration, faculty, and 
the general public. 
Sincerely, 
WSU Student Senate 
Legislative Affairs Committee 
Re-elect Gutknecht 
As a farmer and former legislator 
and Minnesota Agriculture Commis-
sioner, I'm proud to support U.S. Rep. 
Gil Gutknecht for re-election becauSe 
of his hard work on behalf of rural 
Minnesota residents. 
I've known Gil for a long time, 
from back when we served together in 
the Minnesota Legislature. He under-
stands agriculture, and helped pass 
the most important farm reform bill in 
the last 60 years. When I asked folks 
at FarmFest their opinion of the bill, 
the response was overwhelmingly fa-
vorable. Even though the dairy provi-
sions weren't everything we would 
have hoped, the bill does move to- 
ward narrowing the 	etween what 
other 	ons' farmers get for their 
milk and the price Midwestern farm-
ers :receive. It's a good bill that moves 
America toward an export-oriented 
future. 
And now that I'm retired, I more 
fully appreciate the importance of 
Medicare. I know that Gil Gutknecht 
has worked hard to preserve and 
protect Medicare, and to get fairer 
payments for rural hospitals. I know 
he will never do anything to hurt 
Medicare or the seniors who depend 
on it. 
We need to keep Gil's common 
sense working for us in Washington. 
Sincerely, 
Elton Redalen 
Former MinnesotaAgriculture 
Commissioner 
Elect Seppanen 
Dear Editor, 
As a business owner I want you to 
be aware of the 1.4 billion dollars of 
new taxes proposed by Senator Morse 
this past session. With the backing of 
nine House and Senate members from 
the Metro area, Senator Morse intro-
duced the biggest tax shift in the 
history of Minnesota. Under the cover 
of supposed environmental protec-
tion, this bill would have added these 
new taxes: 
• 13 cents per gallon Gasoline 
Tax 
• 14.5 cents per gallon Fuel Oil 
Tax 
• 1.8 cents per kilowatt hour Elec-
tricity Tax 
All these new taxes would be 
placed in the state's General Fund 
and included complex formulas to 
spend this added revenue. While 
property tax relief was promoted as 
one of the possible beneficiaries of 
this money, it is like taking money 
from our right pocket verses the left. 
It is still our money and seldom if 
ever it's an even trade. Wisely the 
DFL controlled legislature killed this 
income redistribution scheme and 
the associated new bureaucracy re-
quired for its administration. 
Senator Morse is totally out of 
line in his efforts to shift tax collec-
tions. What we need and want is to 
streamline government using the sav-
ings to provide tax relief. If he gets 
re-elected and has more opportuni-
ties to pass this "Carbon Tax", we in 
Southeast Minnesota will see an in- 
creasing rate of job flight to our neigh-
boring states. You or your employer 
may be one of those forced to move 
because of this type of bad tax policy. 
In the city of Winona the current 
Sales Tax on our electric bills from 
NSP is a whopping 10.5 percent. The 
same business in Buffalo County, 
Wisc. will pay five percent less, also 
from NSP. 
It is time for a voice of reason in the 
Minnesota Senate. Vote on Novem-
ber 5th for a common sense Senator, 
Linda Seppanen, and to keep jobs in 
Minnesota. 
Sincerely, 
Paul B. Double 
Winona, Minn. 
Get out. Vote. 
To The Editor: 
Those who live in America de-
serve to vote. Those who don't vote 
don't deserve America. We live in the 
greatest country in the world. Get out 
and vote. 
Kenneth Lindhart 
senior 
marketing major 
Liberal isn't bad 
I have been watching and listening 
throughout the summer to the attack 
ads from Alfonse D'Amato and Rudy 
Boschwitz whining about Sen. Paul 
Wellstone being a liberal, being too 
liberal, embarrassingly liberal and ul-
tra liberal. From the tone of these 
attacks one might tend to believe that 
there was something wrong with be-
ing a liberal or liberal thinker. 
Whenever Boschwitz and his sup-
porters refer to Wellstone, they use 
the term "Professor" or "perfesser" in 
the same derogatory manner. As if 
there was something wrong with be-
ing a professional educator. 
In the last three decades the con-
servative right has been on a crusade 
of anti-intellectualism and has been 
using the word liberal in the same  
manner that Joseph McCarthy used 
the word "Red" and "Communist". 
Could this be the cause of the dumbing 
down of America. 
Now I have always liked to reex-
amine the basics every so often, so I 
went to my local library and looked 
up the definitions of liberal and con-
servative. A liberal is defined as "be-
ing open-minded and tolerant of oth-
ers, favoring civil and political liber-
ties, democratic reforms and protec-
tion from arbitrary authority." It also 
said to see "progressive". 
The word progressive means " 
moving forward, advancing. Favor-
ing progress toward better conditions." 
The word liberal is also very closely 
linked with the word liberate, which 
means "to set free from oppression". 
Then I looked up the meaning of 
the word conservative. A conserva-
tive is "someone who tends to oppose 
change, favors the status quo, ortho-
dox". 
Standing there at the giant dictio-
nary, I thought being a liberal and 
progressive was something that more 
people should aspire to as we look 
forward to the 21st century. I won-
dered if D'Amato and Boschwitz real-
ized that tagging Wellstone a liberal 
was actually flattering him. If being a 
liberal means being open-minded, 
tolerant and generally intelligent, does 
being an ultra-liberal mean Wellstone 
is really, really intelligent and toler-
ant? 
It seems obvious to me that 
throughout the history of this country, 
conservatives have been opposed to 
progress and have been unable to ad-
just to living in the present with an eye 
on the future. But instead have a long-
ing for the past, a past remembered 
simplistically and selectively, over-
looking the dark and shameful pages 
of history. 
When I look back at the history of 
this country, I realize that it was 
founded on ultra-liberal ideas. The 
conservatives of early America were 
called Tories and were content with 
the status quo, of being a British colony 
and subjects of the King. 
The liberals of the colonies wanted 
Commonwealth status and better treat-
ment from the King. But those ultra- 
liberals like Jefferson, Adams, 
Franklin and Madison wanted com-
plete independence. 
It took the writings of that most 
embarrassingly ultra-liberal, Thomas 
Jefferson Paine and his pamphlet 
Common Sense, to sway the peoples' 
minds and resolve to move forward to 
independence. 
These same ultra-liberals put to-
gether some extremely liberal ideas 
for those times and put them in a 
document called the United States 
Constitution. 
Dangerous liberal ideas like free-
dom of speech and press were scan-
dalized by the conservatives of the 
time. And the most ultra-liberal idea 
of all was to take away the power of 
the church to meddle in the affairs of 
government, and vise-versa. Before 
the Revolution, the colonies were 
made up of separate Theocracies, and 
religious and political persecution 
went hand in hand. Establishing a 
secular government with the Consti-
tution as its guide protected religious 
minorities from the tyranny of the 
majority. Some religious conserva-
tives would love to have the power to 
dictate again. 
Conservatives have been saying 
that America must return to the values 
of the past. I wonder if they mean to a 
time when only a privileged few could 
pursue and realize the American 
dream. A time when women were 
bullied into submissiveness and si-
lence. A time when religious and ra-
cial minorities were persecuted and 
denied the rights of citizenship and 
representation. When working men 
and women worked for a pitiful wage 
in intolerable conditions. And when 
irresponsible corporations polluted the 
streams, lakes and rivers with the by-
products that destroy the environment. 
For some, progress has been too 
fast, and for others not fast enough. 
Progress and change are usually ac-
companied by anxiety, that's why 
some people have a longing to revert 
to a romanticized era that appears 
simpler and easier to understand. 
Conservatives have always had to be 
dragged kicking and screaming into 
the future. 
Let's hope that Paul Wellstone and 
others will keep working to bring this 
country into the 21st century and a 
new age of reason, enlightenment and 
optimism. 
Rod Hoel 
1037 3rd Av S. E. 
Rochester, MN 
Student Senate 
The Winona State Student Senate 
has recently approved the printing of 
a WSU student directory. The student 
directory will print local addresses 
and phone numbers of all Winona 
State students. Students who do not 
want their information in the direc-
tory may place themselves on data 
privacy. When a student is placed on 
data privacy, all information on the 
student will not be released by the 
university (including the student di-
rectory). 
A student wishing to be placed on 
data privacy can go to the Registrar's 
office in Somsen and fill out the proper 
forms. Students who would like to he 
in the student directory should go to 
the Registrar's office and check their 
local address and phone number so 
they are correct. The student's names 
which will be printed in the directory 
will be sent to the publisher in early 
December so it is important to have 
the proper forms filled out for data 
privacy and to correct your address 
and phone number by Nov. 31. There 
will also be a table during preregistra-
tion for winter courses with the proper 
forms so you can get on data privacy 
and also change your address and 
phone number. If there are any ques-
tions pertaining to the student direc-
tory, please come to the Senate Office 
in lower Kryzsko Commons and feel 
free to ask any questions. 
The Student Senate is looking for 
someone who would like to be the 
committee chair for the Environmen-
tal Task Force, and for individuals 
who are interested in serving on the 
task force. Please come down to the 
Senate Office if anyone is interested 
in serving on the task force. 
Winona State Student Senate 
• 
Student Forum What campaign issues • • matter most to you? 
It's really getting deep around 
here. 
It was a quiet summer, but now 
that Election Day is just a few weeks 
away, people are starting talk about 
candidates and issues, haircut and 
hairlines, and, of all things, Bob 
Dole's ugly ties. 
In the Smaug, two girls were dis-
cussing the merits of the wives of the 
presidental candidates. 
"They're both intelligent and ag-
gressive," said Voter 1, stuffing a 
piece of bagel into her mouth. 
"Dole's wife (Liddy) runs the 
whole Red Cross," her friend, Voter 
2, said, wiping some Egg McShafer 
from her chin. 
"But Hillary's been so active in 
children's and women's rights," Voter 
1 replied. "And I like her hair more." 
"But Hillary's got fat ankles," 
Voter 2 said. "Besides, Liddy's ac-
cent is cool." 
Then, these two conscience vot-
ers somehow boiled the discussion 
down to the most important factor:. 
"Between the two, Clinton is 
cuter. Did you see him on the news, 
wearing jeans and cowboy boots?" 
It could be argued that while the 
candidates and their supporters are 
spending millions of dollars to con-
vince voters that they have the an-
swers to the important issues, many 
people are still casting their votes 
based on things such as tie color, 
hair style, and jeans. 
Yet there must be voters making 
their decisions based on real issues 
that will affect them and their chil-
dren. 
So, our question is: What cam-
paign issues matter most to you? 
JENNI DOLINAR 
sophomore/ marketing major 
"Tax reduction because I 
think that even though Dole said 
he is going to reduce it, I do not 
think that he will." 
JANE BAUMANN 
soph/ human resource 
management major 
"I think student financial aid 
is the most important issue 
because many students can not 
afford to pay for college all by 
themselves and some parents do 
not always have the finances to 
help either." 
ELLYN LOVAS 
SMAUG night supervisor 
"Welfare reform because it is 
a big part of the national debt 
and because that is one of the 
big topics discussed during the 
one debate I watched." 
Things My Mother Taught Me 
By SALLY A. MILLER 
Managing Editor 
When I was 15, I went on a date with a 17-year-old senior. 
I didn't have my learners permit yet, but I had learned to drive a few years earlier, from my brothers, and I loved 
driving. 
I begged my date, Todd, to let me drive. He didn't want to, but I pouted a little, then smiled a little, then moved 
real close to him, so he could smell my new perfume. I put my arm through his and asked him to just let me drive on 
the back roads. 
Finally, he agreed. 
We pulled over and I took the wheel. 
He sat next to me, with an expression that was both nervous and expectant. He clearly thought this small act of 
indulgence on his part was later going to net him a no-small act of indulgence on my part. I smiled sweetly, fully aware 
that I had no intention of doing what he expected me to do. 
As the back road turned into a city street, his countenance changed from that of confident expectation to nervous 
apprehension. 
"Okay, let me drive now," he said. 
"Oh, just let me drive a little more," I pleaded, flashing him an innocently sexy smile. 
"Ohhh," he groaned, as his hormones battled it out with his common sense. The longer he let me drive, the more 
I learned about the way men are controlled by hormones. And the more arrogant my driving became. 
I ran a stop light, and while I was laughing about it, a police car came up behind me and the lights started flashing. 
Three weeks later, I appeared in court, with my father, and pled guilty. I was fined $100, and told I could pay the 
court clerk. As we left the courtroom, I started to walk to the clerk's window, and my father began to walk to the exit. 
"Dad, we have to pay the fine,' I said, pointing to the clerk's window. 
"Oh, I didn't know you had $100 on you," he said, as he sat on a bench in the hall.Then the lights went on in 
Marblehead manner. 
"Dad, aren't you going to pay the fine?" I whined. 	 • 
"I wasn't the one driving without a license, speeding and running a red light. Why would I pay the fine?" 
"Because you're my dad!" I wailed. But he wasn't giving in. So, I spoke to the clerk and promised I would earn 
the money, and was given 60 days to pay the fine. 
Time passed, and I soon forgot my obligation. I was a cheerleader, I was on the school paper, and I had just started 
dating someone I adored. I spent my paychecks from Mac and Don's supper club on things like makeup and clothing. 
Dad kept reminding me of my debt to society, but I kept putting it off. 
The 60 days passed, and soon letters began arriving in the mail from the clerk of courts. But I ignored them, telling 
myself that the police weren't going to bother themselves with an innocent girl whose only crime was driving a bit 
carelessly. I went about my life, living the carefree existence of someone who knew she was the center of the universe, 
and if anything really terrible happened, her daddy would bail her out. 
Then came the knock on the door the day before Homecoming. I was finishing up my homework when my dad 
called down to me that someone was there to see me. I ran upstairs expecting to see a friend or my boyfriend, but was 
instead greeted by two deputies in uniform. 
"We have a warrant for your arrest, for failure to pay your fines. Do you have the money?" 
I was stunned. I looked to my father, but he held his hands up, and walked away. 
"Dad! You can't let them arrest me! Pay the fine!" I screamed. 
"I tried to warn you," he said. 
"You can't be serious about arresting me," I told the officers. "I'm not a criminal!" 
"You broke the law. That makes you a criminal," my dad said. 
On the drive to the police station, I thought about how mad Mom would be with dad when she got home from work. 
The minute I got into the station, I demanded to call my mother. When she answered the phone, I began to sob. 
I had Mom. Everything would be okay. She'd come down with her checkbook drawn. If I was lucky, I'd be back home 
in time to go work on the junior class float. 
"Honey, I can't help you. I believe you were warned," she said. 
"Mommmm-" I cried, as she hung up. 
Sitting and waiting to be processed, I realized this was happening. And I was going to jail. I was going to miss 
Homecoming. Homecoming! I could return my dress for Homecoming. I had paid $90 for it, and maybe Mom and 
Dad could cover the difference. 
I begged to be allowed to call my parents again. By now, Mom was home. I tearfully explained my idea, and pleaded 
with them to cover the $10 difference. Mom made a funny noise, and then Dad came on the line. 
I repeated my idea, and Dad asked where the receipt was. I told him, and he agreed to return the dress for me. Two 
hours later, I was walking out of the police station with my parents. 
I was torn between anger with my parents for letting me go through this in the first place, and gratitude that they 
hadn't let me go through any more. That night, my mother's eyes got a bit teary when I asked why they hadn't helped 
Ile in the first place. 
"We did help you. You have to learn that your actions have consequences. When you act irresponsibly, as you did 
the night you got the tickets, and in the months after, when you ignored your debt, there will be consequences. 
"You were scared, I know. But we were more scared. We were scared that if you don't learn to take responsibility 
for your actions, you will eventually get yourself into trouble no one will be able to get you out of." 
So, during those few hours in October, 1983, my mother (and father) taught me that when you do something wrong, 
admit it, own it, and make it right. (Would they have let me sit in jail? To this day they say they would have let me 
sit in jail, for the weekend, and then paid off the difference for me. And I believe they would have.) 
Burning Bridges 
By DAVE ADAMS 
Columnist 
I would like to warn you that this week's column may not be up to par. There may be lapses of humor and a total 
lack of creativity throughout. 
Just thought I'd warn you. 
What happened? What has caused Dave to get to this point? The dreaded problem that anyone in my position fears, 
the worst thing that can happen past deadline, the scariest thing next to seeing Roseanne naked or sharing a Waterpick 
with Gary Busey: Writers block! 
A 	Yeah, I have run out of ideas after only four issues. Not good, not good at all! Especially since the proverbial 
deadline waters are rising and my brain has gone on vacation. 
Since Friday afternoon I have been roaming around searching for inspiration, lurking in the dark corners of WSU, 
hoping for a glimpse of something controversial or unbelievably stupid. Nothing. What a boring week! It's hard to 
believe that there was nothing intrinsically off-kilter that sparked my interest or caught my eye. 
I did get some people to contribute their ideas for column topics. I received a wide array of suggestions ranging 
from fashion faux pas around campus to why the MTV lounge (Art Tye lounge) smells so funky. From why e-mail 
takes so long when 100 people are logged on, to why there are never any lids left at the end of the week for the 20 
and 32 ounce cups in the Smaug. 
Other suggestions for topics included: Why lab attendants never seem to know what they're doing, why nobody 
ever bothers to fix the broken chairs in the Smaug, why the cafeteria food at Lourdes is so bad compared to the food 
served on campus, why the bookstore charges twice the normal price for things like books, Sudafed, etc... and why 
WSU hasn't switched over to phone registration for classes. 
A reoccurring topic suggested was WSU's lack of school spirit, why WSU hasn't been able to generate any, why 
the head honchos haven't sat down at some restaurant and discussed possible reasons why there is no spirit. 
Some of the more complex topics suggested were subjects like why our tuition hasn't been lowered even though 
the projected enrollment is higher than anticipated, why the new library is still nothing more than a drawing sitting 
on some contractor' s desk, or some budget spread-
sheet on a legislator's desk. 
While all of these observations/complaints 
have their own merits and, time permitting, could 
be transformed into something worth reading, 
most of these complaints could be handled by 
informing the people in charge that these prob-
lems exist. And, contrary to popular apathetic 
beliefs, something can be done to fix most of 
these problems. In mass numbers, complaints 
gm affect change! 
Guide To Understanding 1996 
Presidential Candidates 
Knight-Ridder/Tribune Information Systems 
Voters ch6osing the next president will base their decisions on the personalities, lives and policies of the 
candidates. Below are brief descriptions of President Bill Clinton, Bob Dole and Ross Perot. 
Bill Clinton: Born: August 19, 1946, Hope Ark. Education: Georgetown University B.S., 1968; Rhodes Scholar 
1968-70; Yale University, J.D., 1973. Family: Wife Hillary Rodham Clinton, lawyer and author, is a top adviser. 
Career: Professor, Univ. of Arkansas, 1974-76; Arkansas Attorney General, 1976-78; Arkansas governor, 1978-
80, 1982-92. Attorney 1981-82. Elected president 1992 
Bob Dole: Born: July 22, 1923; Russell, Kan. Education: U. of Kansas 1941-43; Washburn University, A.B. 
1952; LL.B. 1952. Family: Wife Elizabeth Hanford Dole, lawyer and president of American Red Cross, is Dole's 
top adviser. Career: Army, 1943-48; Kansas House, 1951-53; Russell County Attorney, 1953-61; U.S. House, 
1961-68; Republican National Committee chairman 1971-73; U.S. Senate, 1968-1996. 
Ross Perot: Born: June 27, 1930, Texarkana, Texas. Education: U.S. Naval Academy, 1953. Family, Wife 
Margot Perot, is not actively involved in the campaign. Career: Navy 1953-1957; Salesman, IBM, 1957-62; 
Founder and chairman, Electronic Data Systems, 1962-86; Founder, Perot Systems Corp. 1988-present. 
TOP FINANCIAL SUPPORTERS 
Dole: Finance/Insurance/Real Estate, $3.3 million; Misc. business, $2.2 million; Lawyers/lobbyists, $1.8 
million; Health, $947,000; Energy/natural resources, $787,000. 
Clinton: Lawyers/lobbyists, $4.1 million; Finance/insurance/real estate, $2.2 million; Misc. business, $1.7 
million; Health, $1.1 million; Communications/electronics, $1 million. 
Perot: 1992 campaign was financed entirely out his personal funds. For this campaign, he recently began 
accepting contributions from individuals. From Center for Responsive Politics, based on contributions from 
January 1995 to June 1996. 
OPERATING STYLE 
Clinton: The president reaches out to a broad range of advisers and likes to debate options at length. Decision 
making has become more disciplined in the last couple of years. Though he constantly consults polls, he took 
actions in Haiti and Bosnia that had little popular backing. His articulateness and ability to empathize with many 
groups make him a formidable campaigner. But his embrace of so many ideas and constituencies can cause him 
to vacillate on policies, or make some supporters feel betrayed. 
Dole: As a Senate leader, Dole was highly partisan, but managed to move legislation by weighing the competing 
interests and putting together deals that could pass Congress. His own stand would often be revealed only late in 
the process. He listens to a range of opinions and makes a final decision completely on his own. Though effective 
in personal encounters and known for a sharp wit, he has never shaken the image of a mean-spiritedness from the 
1976 and 1988 campaigns. This year's campaign has been hampered by his poor public speaking abilities 
Perot: His autocratic style allows for little dissent or criticism. In pushing through a broad set of education 
reforms in Texas in 1984, he refused to compromise and engaged in personal attacks against his opponents. Perot 
demands loyalty from employees and has shown great generosity in return. The billionaire often shows 
unpretentious touches, such as eating in the company cafeteria or arriving at the first presidential debate in 1992 
in a rented Hertz car. 
PHILOSOPHY OF GOVERNMENT 
Clinton: Proclaiming "the era of big government is over," Clinton has presided over a significant shrinkage 
in the federal work force, most of it coming from defense-related positions. But he also wants the federal 
government to foster a sense of community and believes it can help almost any important problem, often as a partner 
with private industry or local governments. He places special emphasis on education and technological 
development, though budget constraints have limited the scope of his initiatives. 
Dole: Dole would try to shrink the federal government, in the belief that power and money should be shifted 
to the states and individuals because they would make wiser decisions than the federal government. His record 
shows a tension between a laissez-faire impulse shown in his opposition to requiring companies to grant leave for 
family emergencies and a view that government should help those in need demonstrated by his support for civil 
rights legislation and protections for the disabled. 
Perot: Perot has built a core of followers with his blunt criticisms of the budget deficit, the campaign-finance 
system, stagnant wages for middle-class Americans, trade that benefits other countries more than the United States, 
and ineffective government run by self-interested politicians and special interests. He espouses limited govern-
ment, but specifies few policies. Instead, he would convene commissions to develop solutions for major problems, 
then test those proposals on computer models before implementing them. 
"I pledge my continued 
efforts toward better 
campus/community 
relations!" 
"Your vote DOES makes a 
difference! As mayor I'll 
continue my work on 
campus parking, 
violence, and all issues 
important to students!" 
Duane Bell. 
Duane Bell. 
Bell for Mayor! 
Paid for by the committee to elect Duane Bell. Patty Waltman treasurer. 617 E. 
Bdwy.. Winona. MN 559147. 
Ship it 
'UPS & FEDERAL EXPRESS 
AUTHORIZED SHIPPING OUTLET 
-COMPLETE PACKAGING SERVICE 
••COPY AND FAX SERVICE 
••LAMINATING 
'GIFT WRAPPING 
Pli-F 9-5:3B/ SAT 9-12 
I 452-1664 I 
FAX 454-6120 
Located At Pendleton Bldg. 
4th & Johnson, Winona, MN 
FOR JUNIOR NURSING STUDENTS 
A NURSING EXPERIENCE AT 
MAYO FOUNDATION 
HOSPITALS - ROCHESTER, MN 
Here is your opportunity to work at Mayo Medical Center for the 
summer. 
Summer III is a paid, supervised hospital work experience at Saint 
Marys Hospital and Rochester Methodist Hospital, both part of 
Mayo Medical Center in Rochester, Minnesota. 
You are eligible for Summer III after your junior year of a four year 
baccalaureate nursing program. It includes direct patient care 
experience in the inpatient or ambulatory care setting. 
Application Deadline: December 1, 1996. 
For more information contact: 
Mayo Medical Center 
Nursing Recruitment 
Summer III Program 
Ozmun East • 200 First Street SW 
Rochester, Minnesota 55905 
1-800-562-7984 
Mayo Foundation is an affirmative action and equal opportunity educator 
and employer. 
K-TACULA 
HALL W1.11.1N 
A 'M TY 
AT SHORTYS 
kw) 
Find out why Peace Corps was 
ranked the #1 employer of recent 
college graduates in 1996! 
Peace Corps Representatives 
will be on campus 
October 23rd-24th 
Winona State Career Fair '96 
October 23 
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. 
McCown Gymnasium 
Memorial Hall 
Film & Information Seminar 
October 24 
9:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m. 
2:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m. 
Kryzsko Commons 
Professors, Students, Staff Invited 
Arnsli k 
FOR MORE INFO, CALL 
1-800-424-8580 
or visit our web site at 
www.peacecorps.gov  
PEACE CORPS 
INTERNATIONAL 7013 
OPPORTUNITIES 
• 741jir 
die 	ZOR 
Est. 1967 
Makci it a --NWT' 
tHalloWeeK1 
$3 Dom Pitchers 
$2 Sex on the Beach 
$ Import Taps* 
' includes guinness & woodchuck 
MON 
(TUE) SIAM rtinliMS NIGHT  
	
S.A. Pub Glasses 	 $ i Rail 
-Filled $2.50 Mixers 
-Refill $1.50 
(WED)  3 for 1 Dom Taps $1.50 Capt Mixers 
 
4-4 ) Halloween Specials 
$4 - All U Care to 
Drink Dom Taps 
$1 Rail Mi rs 
o
c■ 
Nr4 
AIL 
Cq,lq,breAq 
Viallow (401  
BROTHERS! 
1 
Elect a State Senator 
Who Knows, Understands, and Cares 
About Students and Higher Education 
en 
Linda Sepannen 
RN PhD 
Associate Professor 
Nursing 
Winona State University 
"I will fight to keep higher education 
affordable for everyone!" 
Paid for by Volunteers for Linda Seppanen, 
R#5 Box 46, Winona MN 55987 
6 October 23, 1996 	 Page  
[ Don't Be a TOOL , read ThE WINONAN1 
BUY TWO COOKIES AND 
GET A THIRD FREE! 
exp 10/30/96 
M-Fri 7 arn-lOpm 
Sat Sam-I Opm Sun 9am-9pm 
451 Huff St. Winona, MN 55987 
Ali. AA. .11h, AM. 	 ................ II. II, 
coffeehouse 
NATURAL 
HABITAT 
NATURAL 
HABITAT 
TIRED OF 
CARRYING 
THOSE BOOKS 
AROUND! 
COME RELAX 
WITH US 
AT 
ttobizr 3L, 1996 
7:00 p.m. - WOO p.m. 
-11. 
11/N RAW1NG PRIZES FOR 
 
• $50.00 
• $75.00 FOR BEST COSTUME 
• FREE PITCH ERS ON THE HOUR 
• AND ADDITIONAL PRIZES 
. 	Free Fooa Upstairs !! 
RA HEL MC CONNELUstaff photographer 
Demonstrating a reenactment of the fur trading period, the Big Muddy River Renedzvous stand in a fighting line. The 
Rendezvousers set up camp on Wednesday night. 
7 viiiim 
let/ t f
RACHEL MC CONNELUstaff photographer 
Many Rendezvousers took advantage of the event to meet with friends. Brian "Nasty Smoke" 
Tauscher (left) and Jean "Mom" Pearson (right) sit in Gary"Many Beaver" Butterfield's (center) 
tent. 
COLUMNIST 
RACHEL MC CONNELUstaff photographer 
A major attraction at the 
Rendezvous was the Fur 
Trading artifacts that were for 
sale to the public. Such was 
so with the Dream Catcher. 
Most of the artifacts also have 
the Native American theme 
because most of the fur 
traders traded with the 
Natives. 
?LW 
RENDEZVOUS WITH HISTORY 
By ELLEN WHITEHOUSE 
Variety Reporter 
Winona State University held its second annual Rendezvous, called the 
"Big Muddy River" Rendezvous, at Loughrey Field Oct. 17-20. The Rendez-
vous focused on the period in American history between the years 1690 and 
1850. The event was co-sponsored by the Winona State University Depart-
ment of Education and Prairie La Crosse Rifles. 
The main purpose of the Rendezvous was to bring colonial history to life 
for Winona area students of all ages. Thursday and Friday were set aside 
especially for students. 
Part of the attraction was the special attention given to the business of fur 
trading, which was booming at the time. Participants were met with several 
growling bear skins lined up in a row, displayed under several tents. There were 
also many other kinds of animal skins, which ranged from rabbit skins to deer 
hides. 
The displays included everything from handmade pottery and jewelry to 
/original hand woven Native American-style blankets. 
Native American culture played a large role in the overall presentation of 
the Rendezvous, because of the displays of authentic-looking handmade 
canoes, dreamcatchers and several examples of extremely intricate bead work. 
There were also other cultural influences, such as a booth selling blocks of 
rare tea from China, just as it had been sold years before. According to the 
booth manager, years ago men in China used to buy large 8x 10 inch blocks of 
'this tea to hang on their wall to prove they were rich, but they never drank them. 
Many participants donned colonial costumes. The animal skin garb added 
an extra touch of authenticity to the event for those who ran the displays as well 
as for those who came out to see them, many of whom showed their colonial 
spirit by wearing costumes of their own. 
The presenters were a wide variety of people sharing a love and passion for 
history. According to the participants, it was the common thread that united 
them time and time again and made the Rendezvous possible. To them it meant 
not only a chance to share their love of history with others, but also to reconnect 
with old friends and see some familiar faces. 
"The best part is being with friends and visiting, as well as learning more 
about the culture of that time," said Jean Pearson of Galesville, Wis. "I got -
involved because of my husband, because I wanted to do what he had been 
Joing for years." 
For the participants, the experience of the Rendezvous is passed down 
through families from generation to generation, and then, if all goes well, on 
to a willing public. In this sense it was truly a unique experience. 
RACHEL MC CONNELUstaff photographer 
Antiques were also a major part of the Rendezvous; John 
Haberman (left) and Bob White (right) discuss antique knives. 
The Rendezvous was set up in Loughery Field Thursday and 
Friday for the students and was open to the public Saturday 
and Sunday. 
Physics and Friendship 
Yes, once again almighty Winter 
is on its way and for some people that 
means hanging up the roller-blades 
and anticipating a long season of 
lounging indoors playing Sega hockey 
until carpal tunnel syndrome sets in. 
But for others, it just means it's time 
to dig that smelly ice-hockey gear out 
of the closet, sharpen those skates, 
and head for the ice! 
As most students at Winona State 
who play or have played hockey al-
ready know, WSU does not have any 
kind of organized varsity or club 
hockey teams. However, for any fresh-
man, transfer students, or anyone else 
who considers themselves a hockey 
s  lover, get prepared to be happy. 
Two Winona State juniors, Scott 
Maloney and Todd Verness, are now 
in the process of organizing an intra-
mural adult hockey league. 
The current number of players is at 
30, but ideally there needs to be at 
6 least 60 players in order to fill four 
teams of 15. 
The cost to join the league is be-
tween $70-80 per person, which cov-
ers the cost of ice time at the Bud King 
Ice Arena in Winona. The cost may 
,„ vary depending on whether teams can 
get sponsors. 
Scott Maloney, a junior criminal 
justice major at Winona State, said, 
"I've played in intramural hockey  
leagues here in Winona for the last 
three years, but every year the num-
ber of players has gone down. I just 
hope that we can get it [intramural 
hockey] back to what it was my first 
year here." 
Maloney, who has two years of 
high school playing experience, wel-
comes all skill levels to participate in 
this league. "Overall the skill level 
from years past has been pretty high 
and the majority of participants have 
had high school experience, but I'd 
still invite anyone who is interested to 
come out," said Maloney. 
Todd Verness, a junior Corporate 
Wellness major at Winona State said, 
"If you like hockey enough, this is the 
perfect chance to get out and play if 
you don't want to be sitting around all 
winter—it is competitive, but it' s also 
a lot of fun." 
This non-checking (minimal con-
tact) adult hockey league is not exclu-
sive to Winona State students, the last 
couple of years' teams have consisted 
of players from Winona State, St. 
Mary's, and adults from in and around 
Winona. 
Some of the signs posted around 
campus regarding the intramural 
league have already generated some 
interest. 
Aaron Fredrickson, a freshman 
business administration major, said,  
"I love to play hockey and I'm excited 
to play in this league." Fredrickson, 
who attended Triton High School, 
played hockey for Lourdes High 
School in Rochester. 
Matt Semling of Champlin Park 
High School, another eager WSU 
freshman, said, "Hockey is a big part 
of my life and I am looking forward to 
playing in this league." Semling, who 
turned down the opportunity to play 
Junior A hockey to play baseball, will 
still fortunately be able to skate this 
winter. 
This league is for anyone who 
wants to play, no high school or col-
legiate experience is necessary. 
Ryan Rech, a junior Advertising 
major, said, "It's been five years since 
I've been in any organized hockey 
league so I'm more than ready to 
play." Rech, despite having no high 
school playing experience, is confi-
dent he'll be able to compete in this 
league. 
For more information, contact 
Todd Verness or Scott Maloney at 
452-1490. 
By SUNNI SCHULZ 
Variety Editor 
My freshmen year there was a girl 
that lived two floors above me in 
Sheehan. We had a lot in common, 
same interests, classes and friends. 
We liked the same guys (although 
we'd disagree on things like who had 
the best butt) but we never fought 
over them. We were best friends. 
There was another girl who lived 
in Sheehan who joined our friend-
ship. We shared less of the same 
interests, but the three of us could 
laugh at anything and have fun any-
where. And we did. 
Freshmen year blew over in a rush 
of parties, new challenges, old friends 
and changes. By summer I knew I 
was a different person, more respon-
sible, more knowledgeable, and had 
more friends. 
When I did see my friends from 
high school who had traipsed off to 
different colleges, none of us were the 
same. We shared our college experi-
ences with uncertainty. What was 
cool at Winona State wasn't at Uni-
versity of Illinois. Suddenly my best 
friend from high school was a confi-
dent pre-vet major at a "Big 10" 
school, and not the nervous freshman 
she was nine months ago. I wasn't 
sure what I was. 
Sophomore year came without a 
hitch. I found myself pried from the 
construction paper and crayons at the 
day care center where I spent my 
summer working, and back in Wi-
nona, Minnesota in a different room 
and a different dorm. This year my 
two bestist friends lived just across  
the hall, with each other. 
You might think that was a prob-
lem. Here I was a totally separate 
room while the two of them shared 
dish soap and the remote control. But 
it wasn't. We still laughed at each 
other. We ate cafe food together, 
shared secrets and re-runs of Scooby-
Doo. We were the inseparable three. 
Both of my friends were unique in 
different ways. One was wild, she 
loved attention, flirting and having a 
good time. She also had a delicate 
side that liked to curl up with a good 
movie and good friends. My other 
friend was outgoing and relaxed. She 
loved to laugh, in fact, it was catchy. 
She also had a more reserved side, she 
stayed close to caution. 
Both were valuable to me, but I 
think I was closer to the wilder one, I 
befriended her first. However, out-
side circumstances sometimes pro-
duce things you Can't help. 
Toward the middle of the year I 
started noticing changes. The fila-
ments of our friendships were being 
strained. It's hard to be friends with 
two people, especially if they're 
friends with one another too. It's like 
there's a law that says we all have to 
be paired, there's no threesomes al-
lowed. Three's a crowd. 
I don't know if Newton's law was 
coming into play-if there were oppos-
ing forces between the three of us. It 
stopped being about friendship and 
started being about best friendship. 
Best means one, you can't have two 
best friends. 
As you might have guessed, things 
kind of fell apart. I ended up losing a  
good friend. So did my other friend. 
We haven't seen her since. 
I ended up being best friends with 
the girl I wasn't as close to in the 
beginning. I've roomed with her for 
over a year now, and I don' t see her as 
often as I used to because we're both 
busy working on our futures, but she's 
there, like  something you carry around 
in your pocket all day. 
I still think about the other girl. 
She walked away from us. Maybe 
she didn't grow in the same direction 
we did, maybe we changed too much. 
She probably sees things differently. 
She might think we left her behind. 
Or she left us behind. Either way, we 
all lost. 
Sometimes she comes up in con-
versation and I don't know how to 
refer to her. What do you call some-
one who used to be your best friend? 
What do you do when you grow apart? 
What will I do if I see here again? 
My best friend from high school 
and I grew apart during my freshmen 
and sophomore years, but now we are 
close again. I talk to her a lot, even 
though she's miles away in the 
flatlands of Illinois. 
As for my best friends here, I guess 
I lost one and gained one. I don't 
know what I would do if I had the 
choice all over again. 
Like Newton said, once we are set 
in motion, we stay in motion unless 
something (like friction) stops us. We 
move together, collide and move 
apart. Don't stop moving, or you'll 
be left behind. Change isn't always 
good and it happens when you're not 
looking. Darwin was right. 
Hockey league starting at WSU 
Put down your Sega game controls, it's time to play the real thing 
By PAUL ALLEN 
Variety Reporter 
MUSIC REVIEW 
A RetroFlashback with Social Distortion 
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Just for the 
health of it 
By JILL OTTO and MARY PAWELEK 
Health Columnists 
Q: I heard that you can now get a home HIV 
test. Is that true, and where can you get them? 
A: A HIV test that a person can complete in the privacy of their own 
home and send in to a lab is now available. The first home HIV test was 
approved in May by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. The kit 
costs around $40 and is starting to make its way into drugstores, clinics 
and health centers across the United States. 
"Confide," the world's first home HIV test, works by having the 
customer deposit 3 drops of their blood on a wallet-size piece of paper 
provided by the kit. This paper is put into a postage-paid envelope and 
sent to the Confide lab. Seven days later you can get the results by 
calling an 800 number and entering a 14 digit identification number 
printed on the kit. If the results are positive, the customer will 
immediately be connected with a counselor who can provide emo-
tional support, information and referrals to HIV-related services in 
their area If the results are negative, the customer is connected with 
a recording or counselor who will tell them how to prevent getting HIV 
in the'future and most importantly, that a negative result indicates that 
3 weeks to 6 months ago, the virus was not contracted into their system. 
In fact, it takes 3 weeks to 6 months for the virus to be revealed in blood 
samples. 
Researchers have found Confide to be equally effective as conven-
tional methods. Both are nearly 100% accurate. Furthermore, 2 more 
home HIV tests were approved in July and should be entering the 
market soon. One of the tests, Home Access Express, produces test 
results in only 3 days. 
Yes, home HIV testing is available, but currently the only way to get 
a home HIV test in Winona is to order one by phone. To order a test 
or request information, call Johnson andJohnson (800-THE-TEST) or 
Horne Access Health Corporation (800-HIV-TEST). 
Q: This quarter I feel I have so much home-
work and tests to study for. This is really 
stressing me out I try to exercise and do 
aerobics at the gym. Will this help' 
A: Activity, especially aerobics because it works the entire body, 
can help give you more energy, have better concentration and even 
burn calories at the same time However, the earlier in the day you do 
aerobics, the better. This activity in the morning increases your 
metabolic rate for hours, even after you're done. This means that you 
will still bum calories hours later, making you feel better and, there-
fore, perform better. It also increases you heart rate and intensity of 
blood flow which floods your body with oxygen and ultimately makes 
you feel energized. Exercise also boosts the body's level of endor-
phins, a natural 'Teel-good" hormone produced by your body, making 
your day a great one! 
Questions? Write to Jill and Mary at WINONAN @VAX2. 
WINONA.MSUS.EDU or drop them in the Letters To The Editor box 
outside the VVinonan office. 
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What's happening on the soap operas? 
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By STEVE MCFARLAND 
Music Critic 
Three lines connected at three 
points form the strongest and most 
dynamic of all geometric shapes. 
When skyscrapers and bridges are 
built, triangles are the basis of their 
construction. 
Mike Ness, lead singer, and the 
rest of the band Social Distortion have 
become great architects of american 
punk music utilizing, for the most 
part, no more that three chords per 
song on their newest release, White 
Heat, White Light, White Trash , 1996 
Sony Music Entertainment Inc. 
Social D. has evolved from its days 
of hard punk and heroin into a band 
By Toby Goldstein 
(This column presents on-air sum-
maries for the week of Oct. 14-18, 
199.6.) 
ALL MY CHILDREN: Maria was 
shocked and delighted when Edmund 
returned to Wildwind with Sam. 
Bobby explained everything about the 
forced marriage to Anita. 
Hector permitted Anita to date 
Bobby after his marriage is annulled. 
However, Kelsey remained smitten 
with Bobby. Rose came face to face 
with Noah, but he stalked off after 
his mother dodged his questions. 
Mateo, furious over Hayley' s actions. 
declared the deal with Hal to be off 
Liza caught Gloria and Tad in an 
apparently intimate moment. Scott's 
generosity moved Laura. Coming: 
Rose hopes to win her son's forgive-
ness. 
ANOTHER WORLD: Jake and 
that knows its identity and wears their 
emotions on their fists (Ness has tat-
toos on his knuckles that read "LOVE" 
on one hand and "PAIN" on the other). 
Knowing and staying within one's 
style has become pretty difficult for 
punk bands seeking and finding com-
mercial success in the last few years 
(see next week's column). But whether 
its dark bluesy rockabilly (Social D. 
and Somewhere between Heaven and 
Hell), or hard melodic punk 
(Mainliner and Prison Bound), it's 
always Social D. without any conces-
sions. 
For the latest release, Ness says he 
was inspired by listening to mostly 
punk of 1975-79, like The Clash and 
The Ramones. 
With strong lyrics combined with 
testosterone driven guitar, Social D. 
unloads on their listeners three min- 
Vicky heard mysterious sounds and 
experienced bizarre events in the 
house, which may be haunted. After 
Nick phoned Sofia, he battled with 
Matt over her. 
A manipulative Cindy arranged a 
lunch date for Felicia and Lorna, so 
she could have lunch with Gabe. Josie 
acknowledged her need to get profes-
sional help, but remained fearful at 
the prospect of Cody returning. Grant 
declared a renewal of hostilities 
against Carl, believing that Carl turned 
Sharlene against him. Coming: Lorna 
suspects that Cindy wants Gabe. 
AS THE WORLD TURNS: Dani 
was thrilled when Nikki broke things 
off with Ryder. 
Kim became suspicious about 
Nancy's enthusiasm for expensive 
dance lessons. Mike suspected that 
Umberto survived the car crash. An 
edgy Diego unsuccessfully tried to 
get Lily to go to Spain with him, then 
was almost caught by Mike. Jones  
utes at a time, similar to the way Ness 
has been known to unload on people 
in bars. 
In and out of rehab and prison, 
Ness seems to release ungodly 
amounts of pent-up aggression and 
frustration with every outlawed love 
song his sings. 
If not for music, you have to won-
der if Ness would ever see life from 
outside prison bars. 
But, back to that whole strength in 
threes idea. 
I hesitated sharing this metaphor 
with you, because I knew many people 
would probably think I was a little bit 
odd. 
But then I thought to myself, 
"Steve, no one ever reads this far into 
an article in the Winonan anyway." I 
tend to keep this in mind every week, 
whether I'm talking about orgasms or 
hinted to Mark that she'd like an inti-
mate night together. Cal fled upon 
realizing that Susan has feelings for 
him. Martin arranged a birthday cel-
ebration for Lisa, but became nervous 
when John crashed the party with 
news of his own. Coming: Diego's 
romantic pursuit gets to Lily. 
BOLD & BEAUTIFUL: Sly forced 
Jasmine and Jessica to go with him to 
the Bikini, where he tied them up, 
intending to kill them. Dylan, having 
figured out that Sly was the rapist, 
arrived at the Bikini just as a fiery 
explosion took place, and rescued the 
women, leaving Sly to die in the blaze. 
As Clarke lingered near death, he 
professed his love to a tearful C.J. 
Lauren refused to forgive Sheila, who 
sought comfort from James. When 
Grant tried to explain what Ridge had 
witnessed between him and Brooke, 
Ridge decked Grant, then fired him. 
Coming: Stephanie is thrilled by 
Brooke's distress.  
not. So here goes. 
A friend of mine once told me 
something interesting he had learned 
in a music theory class. His professor 
one day began to relate the length of a 
song's chord progression with whether 
it corresponded with male or female 
sexuality. 
Simply put, a song consisting of 
five or more chords would correspond 
with a female orgasm. A song with 
three chords would relate to a male, 
climax. 
So on one end of the spectrum you 
would have the feminine sounding 
music of Madonna, and in my opinion 
Social D., without a hint of androgyny, 
would be the polar opposite end. 
In the spirit of Social D., I tried to 
make this article as short as possible. 
I just hope I didn't end it prematurely. 
DAYS OF OUR LIVES: Bo be-
lieved that Franco was involved in the 
death of the John Doe (really Andre) 
they found on the beach, but Franco 
lied about ever having seen the man 
before. Bo's suspicions were height-
ened when he learned that the dead 
man has blue eyes. Kristen panicked 
when Marlena suggested that she take 
a test to learn the baby's sex, and John 
was enthusiastic. Torn to find out 
whether Peter or Jack is lying, Jen-
nifer sought out Daniel for answers. 
Sarni disrupted a meeting of Titan by 
accusing her child's father of aban-
doning her. Kate was dismayed over 
Lucas' support for Sami's schemes. 
Coming: Kristen finds help for her-
dilemma. 
GENERAL HOSPITAL: Bobbie 
was shattered to be confronted with 
Tony and Carly' s affair, thanks to 
See Soaps, page 9 
irmrsisf.fistare 
TOASTERS LEMONHEADS 
Car Button Cloth 
TAG / ATLANTIC 
After a brief tour of Australian 
insane asylums, Evan Dando and com-
pany have come rushing back to the 
music scene. Car Button Cloth, like 
every Lemonhead album, is a little 
different than the one before. 
The last Lemonhead album, Come 
on Feel the Lemonheads..., had a lot 
of country twang in it and this latest 
album is no different. No different, 
except that Car Button Cloth also 
mixes in a little hard rock edge. 
I've always dug the Lemonheads 
and this album won't change my opin-
ion. Mr. Dando is undoubtedly one of 
the best singer/ song writers ever. He 
can always mix humor with solid 
melodies to come up with sure shots 
like "If I Could Talk I'd Tell You" 
which has the potential to be a huge 
radio song. God forbid that the 
Lemonheads get popular though. I 
would hate to see such a good band 
get talked aboutlike just another com-
mercial radio fad. 
BOTTOM LINE: MAYBE 
EVEN BETIER THAN IT'S 
A SHAME ABOUT RAY. 
KEY CUTS: IF I COULD 
TALK I'D TELL YOU, 
OUTDOOR TYPE, 
TENDERFOOT. 
PHISH 
Billy Breathes 
ELEKTRA 
"Open your windows and spread 
the good news," said the voice on my 
radio. He wasn't kidding. A new 
Phish album means more new mate-
rial to bootleg. 
Now I'll be the first to admit that 
I'm no Phishhead, but I do have a 
couple critical comments about Phish. 
First off, why are their studio albums 
so overproduced and radio ready. The 
first single off Billy Breathes is three 
or so minutes long and everybody 
knows that it will quadruple in length 
on stage. It seems to this casual ob-
server that Phish make records for the 
home-bodies that are too timid to see 
them live and play live shows that are 
wild and free enough to make John 
Coltrane respect their quality of im-
provisation. Why is this? Is Elektra 
making Phish's studio album more 
marketable or do Phish want the extra 
cash? 
No matter how you look at it, a 
new Phish album is welcome news. If 
you don't mind short and over-pro-
duced radio songs you'll love Billy 
Breathes. However, if you don't. 
you'll just have to see them live. 
BOTTOM LINE: YOU 
ARE GOING TO GET THIS 
SOONER OR LATER. 
KEY CUTS: FREE, 
CHARACTER ZERO, 
CARS TRUCKS AND 
BUSES. 
TOOL 
Aenima 
ZOO 
Just for a moment pretend you're 
in Tool. What do you do for fun? 
Drummer Danny Carey is into ritual 
magic. That sure sounds like a good 
time. 
Tool is, hands down, the darkest 
most gloomy metal band to enjoy 
commercial success. Their dark 
twisted sound has been their hallmark 
since signing with Zoo back in '91. 
Their breakthrough album Under-
tow went gold and put them on the 
Lollapalooza main stage. It's been 
three years since Undertow and since 
then not much has happened. 
Tool sounds the same on Anima 
even though they have a new bassist 
by the name of Justin Chancellor. 
The new album does manage to be 
even more disturbed than the last. 
This is due mostly to a few minimal 
samples and some very creative gui-
tar work. 
Creativity is something Tool is 
never short of. Whether you like the 
heavy stuff or not, you have to admit 
that Aenima bravely goes where no 
metal band has gone before. Now it's 
up to you to decide whether this new 
place was worth going to or not. 
BOTTOM LINE: A HARD 
ROCKIN' ALTERNATIVE 
TO ALTERNATIVE 
MUSIC. 
KEY CUTS: STINKFIST, 
H., HOOKER WITH A 
PENIS. 
THE FUTURE SOUND OF 
LONDON 
Dead Cities 
ASTRALWERKS 
The only thing that can be ex-
pected from FSOL is incredible com-
puter generated images throughout 
its cd pamphlet. I don't know of any 
other techno (or even rock for that 
matter) outfit that can change styles 
as often and smoothly as FSOL. Dead 
Cities leaves behind the light and 
pretty sound of FSOL's last album 
and comes thundering through with 
near industrial ferocity. This new 
found aggression makes Dead Cities 
the soundtrack for a seventy minute 
trip through hell. 
The overall dark mood of the al-
bum is achieved through samples, 
samples and more samples. FSOL 
samples everything form RUN-DMC 
to Kurt Cobain and back again. The 
result is a well shaped collection of 
sounds with some "so-so" synth lines 
underneath. 
This was far from what I expected 
to hear but my first impression of 
Dead Cities was a good one overall. 
It's always good to see people progress 
past their own standards. 
BOTTOM LINE: 
GLOOMY AND DOOMY 
FSOL WILL HAVE TO 
FIND SOME NEW FANS. 
KEY CUTS: WE HAVE 
EXPLOSIVE, FIRST 
DEATH IN THE FAMILY. 
THEY MIGHT BE 
GIANTS 
Factory Showroom 
ELEKTRA 
With tracks like "James K. Polk' 
and "Adam Ant vs. XTC", you know 
that TMBG are up to their old tricks 
again. Factory Showroom is another 
"funny" album from New York's sons 
of mischief. The quality of TMBG is 
a little elusive. Why are songs that are 
about absolutely nothing on the sur-
face so much fun to listen to? 
I think the secret boils down to 
drop dead great lyrics. There is noth-
ing predictable about Factory Show-
room. TMBG employ more instru-
ments than any other rock band in the 
business. Everything from tubas and 
bell trees to accordion and stump 
fiddle. When you mix all these ele-
ments as carefully as TMBG did on 
Factoty Showroom you get great re-
sults. 
The new album starts off a little 
slow with a couple of guitar based 
numbers but the They Might Be Gi-
ants machine is up to full speed in no 
time flat. 
BOTTOM LINE: A MUST 
HAVE FOR ALL OF THE 
BIG FANS BUT MAYBE 
NOT FOR THE PUBLIC AT 
LARGE. 
KEY CUTS: TILL MY 
HEAD FALLS OFF, METAL 
DETECTOR, JAMES K. 
POLK 
: _Hard Band For Dead 
= MOON SKA NYC 
— People often talk about what will 
be the "next big thing." Now that 
- punk is mainstream, two contenders 
- are being put under the music indus-
try microscope. Those two contend- 
- ers are ska and industrial. My vote 
goes to the very upbeat and positive 
message-filled ska to become the next 
• flavor of the week. 
There are buckets full of great ska 
bands, many of which are wasting 
away in the prime of their careers. 
The Toasters are one of these ne- 
- glected super-groups. The seven 
member toasters have just released 
their seventh album on Moon Ska 
NYC call Hard Band for Dead which 
will probably get no more major ex-
posure than any of their other re-
leases. 
Hard Bandfor Dead is a collection 
of fourteen great tunes, some of which 
are available on other ep' s and compi-
lations. Overall the album is laid back 
and leads me to believe that the Toast-
ers have passed their prime. The 
Toasters are by no means washed up 
though. Hard Band forDead is just a 
little toned down compared to their 
- previous efforts. 
BOTTOM LINE: IT' S 
NEVER TOO LATE FOR 
GREAT MUSIC. 
KEY CUTS: 2 TONE 
: ARMY, SECRET AGENT 
MAN, DON'T COME 
RUNNING. 
coupon 
Show us your stuclent ID 
I with this coupon & get any foottong for 
AFTER PM onLy! 
One coupon per customer per visit. not good with any other offer. 
Good only at participating Subways'. Offer expires 12/11/96. 
AUSTRALIA 
I 
and New Zealand 
Adventure study program 
winter term '97 
Join us this Januory/February in the summer sunshine down under as we 
explore the spectacular natural environments of Austroilo and New Zealand. 
WSU credit attainable through this amazing winter term experience. Lectures on 
tourism, recreation and the natural environment are highlighted by rock climbing, 
whitewaier rafting, scuba diving, backpacking and many more outdoor adventures. 
A Journey of o lifetime!! For information see Dr. Lorene Olson, HPER office 126 
Memorial, phone 457.5499 or Dove Wright phone (5411 343-4124. Registration 
closes Nov. 10, 1996. 
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OAD TRIP 
Wednesday, October 23 
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$1 (0)- Fly p,I n COVER 	I 
Good 10/23/96, Wed. 	j 
NaffoVie‘nenilil 13ctsk 
Thursday, October 31 
Register your costume for the 
"Halloween Grand March of Costumes" 
at 11:30 p.m. 
prizes for 6est Costume. 1st S 1 00 GifT Cert.• 2nd $75 Gift Cert.• 
3rd $50 Gift Cert. 
Different Drink Specials at Chucker's, Fitzgerald's, 
& the U.G. on Halloween! 
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Soaps 	 
Continued from page 8 
Stefan's instigation. In Florida, Luke 
learned Carly's true identity, but was 
unsure whether to tell Bobbie. An 
angry prison guard mistook Kevin for 
his twin brother. 
Toni was outraged when Stefan 
received his father's former seat on 
the hospital board. Jax announced his  
wedding plans to his family, but asked 
his father to keep something private. 
Meanwhile, Ned urged Sonny to 
help ELQ by destroying Jax. Coming: 
Felicia considers a change of heart. 
GUIDING LIGHT: Distraught 
over the truth about Annie's addic-
tion, Rick and Blake turned to Josh 
for help. Josh's intervention to help 
Annie turned chaotic when she blurted 
out her secrets concerning Josh and 
Reva. Michelle was torn when Holly  
and Fletcher asked her to baby-sit on 
the night of her first date with Zachary. 
Amanda reached out to Roger. Later, 
Roger taped Dinah and Hart as they 
enjoyed themselves at WSPR. Marcus 
and Phillip commiserated over their 
paternal difficulties. Coming: Shock 
waves from Annie's disclosure. 
ONE LIFE TO LIVE: As Alex and 
Carlo were being wed, Asa burst in, 
revealed that he's not crazy, and 
proved that Alex's pregnancy is re-
ally a pillow! 
452-0611 
* all day ! 	* all year ! 
* all the time ! No coupon necessary. 
Located in the Winona Mall 
YEN Pol7rIgt\I 
VALUABLE COUPON 
ft) 
AND TOPPING 
$ 49 
t` Carryout. Plus tax 
Expires 11/2J96 
TUES. & SUN. ONLY • 4 p.m. - CLOSE 
Pk. 
111 WITH CHEESE 
SMALL 
PIZZA 
WITH CHEESE 
AND 1 TOPPING 	1 
'Carryout. Plus tax 4Expires191,2,9: 
TUES. & SUN. ONLY • 4 p.m. - CLOSE 	I 
MEDIUM I 
PIZZA 	I 
-151E. Third St. Witior)Q, MN — 4-54-2173 * 	* 	* 
Winon.n #1 Live rock - n - toll bar  1ff 
FEATURINGg 
ri. Oct. 25- xualllace Hartliag 
a The iitaniu5 
Sat. Oct. 26- SC#1$14 
Thurs. Oct. 3 1- Naffoween Party 
Witfi 
TUNK STEW 
Don't Mos Winona's Best 
Naffoween party T- 
rots of Prizes &DrinkSpectats 
Every Thurs. $1 Rascal Burgers 
`to 10:00 pm 
SPECIALS: 
EVERY ThunsdAy - 2 fon 1 
ROLLING, Rocks & VodkA JUICERS 
9 pin 1 AM 
FRidAy ANd SATURdAy 
2 fon 1 8 - 9 prn 
$2.50 pirchEns 8 - 10 prn 
)) 
—ev 
1201 Gilmore Ave, 
Winoma Mall 
452■ 752 
DELIVERY DRIVERS WANTED! 
VALUABLE COUPON 
I 
*Carryout. Plus lox * C a r ry o u . Plus lax. • I • 
Expires 11/2/96 	II 	 Expires 11 , 2/96  
I 	Little Caesars I1 Little Caesars I 
VALUABLE COUPON 	 VALUABLE COUPON 
*LIMITED DELIVERY AVAILABLE AT EXTRA CHARGE! 
00 °. 0 
Little Caesars 
VALUABLE COUPON 
Little Caesars I 
VALUABLE COUPON 
IT'S TIME TO CRAM! 
11" 
SMALL I LARGE 	PIZZAS 
1 PIZZA WITH CHEESE AND 1 TOPPING 	I 
WITH CHEESE AND 1 TOPPING 
NMI VALUABLE COUPON 
Little aesarse 
991 
- MN 
GUYS 'NIGHT OUT, 'NOVEMBER 21ST .. . 
`LADY ADONIS `FEMALE `DANCERS 
102 Johnson St. • 452 -2328 • 452-2677 
fay 
BAR & Grail 	
or Pro 
HOME Of WINONA'S BEST BURGER! 
SPECIALS:  
MoNdAy: 	BURGERS FOR A Buck! 
WEdNESdAy: KARoAkE Nigh -1r 
FRidAys: 	HAppy HOUR 4-8 p.m. 
rt POrge t 
"WO to 
t- 
HALLOWEEN ISSUE 
NEXT WEdNESdAy ! 
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Rep. Gene Pelowski 
/ I , , , , 
Share your concerns with Rep. Pelowski by email at 
gpelowsk@luminet.net  or by regular mail at  
257 'Wilson, Winona, MN 55987  
Paid for by the Pelowski Volunteer Committee, 70 Hillsdale Ct., Winona, MN 55987 
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meets with WSU students during the 1996 Session to discuss the Higher 
Education Mandates Reduction Bill he sponsored and the Thition Relief % 
% Bill he co-sponsored. , 
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J. DAVID DICUS/staff photographer 
Jenny Winders (left) brings the ball up field in Winona State's game against Concordia- Moorhead Sunday. The Warrior's lost the 
contest 2-1, but recorded a 10-0 win over Concordia- St. Paul Thursday. 
Concordia wakes up WSU in 2-1 loss 
Warrior Soccer prepares for stiffer competition in upcoming schedule 
BETSY MORGAN 
	
ANDREA ZILKA 
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Warrior spikers 
record two wins 
By KEVIN BECHARD 
Sports Reporter 
Any athlete will admit that some 
games which are recorded with an 
"L" instead of a "W" should have 
ended the opposite way. 
As for overall records, this is some-
times what trips up the team which 
appears to have the upper hand. 
Winona State University's soccer 
team (9-4), which has had a superb 
season so far, was brought down to 
reality when they fell 2-1 to Concordia 
College of Moorhead (8-6-1) Sunday 
afternoon. 
The Warriors, having recorded six 
straight wins, five of which were shut-
outs, have not lost since Sept. 29, 
falling 2-3 to North Dakota State in 
overtime. 
"In reality, this was a wake-up call 
for us," said WSU coach Ali Omar. 
"We have a lot of tough competition 
coming up, so this team was a just a 
taste of what's to come." 
In what seems like an eternity, or 
since the Oct. 4 game against Mankato 
State University, when WSU won 3-
1, opponents have not been able to 
strike an offensive blow to the War-
riors. 
Concordia-Moorhead did just this 
as it placed pressure on the Warriors 
early in the first half. 
Within the first 15 minutes, WSU 
found themselves down 1-0 after 
Concordia-Moorhead' s Allison Smith 
scored. 
The Warriors struck back when 
Andrea Zilka scored the tying goal, 
assisted by Tanya Wiewel and Betsy 
Morgan, with little over five minutes 
left to play in the half. 
"Going into the game, intimida-
tion on our part was a factor since we 
have never played Winona State," 
said Concordia-Moorhead' s coach 
Dean Hashbarger. "WSU scared us 
with their speed, but our adrenaline 
gave us the extra boost we needed. 
We played really well today." 
It was obvious that both teams 
were anxious to score the go-ahead 
goal in the second half, but Concordia-
Moorhead came out on top once again 
as Smith scored the winning goal at 
27:36, assisted by Julie Fretheim. 
Finding themselves down once 
again, the Warriors attempted to come 
back, but the plays were not clicking. 
See Soccer, page 11 
J. DAVID DICUS/staff photographer 
Winona State's Susan Lussenhop (left) fires a shot on goal in 
Sunday's game against Concordia- Moorhead. 
By CHRIS CONNELLY 
Sports Reporter 
The breaks finally began to fall for 
Winona State University's volleyball 
team (3-23 overall) on Friday and 
Saturday at the Moorhead State Tour-
nament. 
The tournament was a breaking 
point for the Warriors, who came out 
with two wins and two losses. 
The Warriors defeated Jamestown 
College Friday(15-8, 15-12, 15-4) and 
Mayville State University on Satur-
day (13-15, 15-5, 1540, 17-15). Both 
were tough opponents, but not tough 
enough for WSU. 
Minot, on the other hand, came out 
on top of WSU Saturday (15-1 I , 15-
9, 15-10) as did Moorhead State Uni-
versity on Friday, which beat the War-
riors 15-9, 15-13, 15-6. 
"The tournament was a real char-
acter builder," WSU coach Amy 
Fisher said. "It gave us back our 
confidence. We're all really happy 
about how we did." 
The overall tournament stats were 
very good. Nicole Ballingrud had an 
impressive weekend with 152 set as-
sists, 3 block solos and 7 block as : 
sists. 
Karyn Zuhlsdorf racked up 37 
kills. She also added 15 digs, 4 block 
solos and 8 block assists. For the 
tournament she had a total hitting 
average of .375. 
Katie Harris added 23 kills and 
Lora Vanasek had 19 with a tourna-
ment total of .378. 
Jennifer Kopstein had 12 service 
aces and 17 kills, while Brook 
Leininger had 11 service aces and 20 
DULUTH, Minn. - Defense, or the 
lack thereof proved to be the main 
stumbling block for the Winona State 
University football team Saturday in 
its 55-30 loss to the conference lead-
ing University of Minnesota-Duluth. 
Although the Warrior offense 
posted some respectable numbers, the 
defense reneged on its end of the 
bargain. 
With the stopping power of wet 
toilet paper, WSU allowed the Bull-
dogs (3-0 Northern Sun Intercolle-
giate Conference, 4-3 overall) to gain 
609 total yards.  
kills. 
The Klann sisters also did well, 
picking up 26 digs for Jennifer, and 
20 for Jeanine. Jeanine also contrib-
uted 22 kills. Lisa Stockel had I 4 digs 
overall. 
Warriors play four, win one 
Even though Katie Dyer, one of 
WSU's leading hitters, was out due to 
emergency surgery, the Warriors 
looked confident Tuesday, Oct. 15, at 
McCown Gymnasium. The Warriors' 
game against the University of Wis-
consin-La Crosse was a success, but 
not in terms of a win. Instead of only 
going three matches against the 
Eagles, this time the Warriors stuck it 
out and played a fourth, losing 9-15, 
15-8, 6-15, 7-15. 
Jeanine Klann had an impressive 
night with 23 digs, 12 kills, one solo 
block and 2 block assists. 
Brook Leininger led with 13 kills 
and had 15 digs. 
Nicole Ballingrud had a success-
ful night with 36 set assists, 14 digs, 
and led with 5 block hits, and Katie 
Harris added 6 block assists, 8 kills, a 
serving ace, and 13 digs. 
Karyn Zuhlsdorf led with 4 solo 
blocks and followed Harris with 4 
block assists. 
"Our middle attackers are the ones 
with the hot hands," Fisher said. "They 
are the bulk of our offense, when they 
get shut down it's hard, but the other 
kids step it up. Once we get the 
emotions worked out, our level of 
play will greatly increase." 
The Warriors' next home action is 
Friday (7 p.m.) when they play host to 
Bemidji State University. 
The Warrior defense, going into 
the contest ranked second in the NSIC 
against the run, allowed 396 rushing 
yards. Three Bulldogs rushed for over 
100 yards. 
Sam Hardwig paced UMD with 
126 yards and one touchdown on 18 
carries, and Josh Sandell followed 
with 112 yards and one touchdown on 
19 carries. 
Jason Hall added 102 yards and 
one touchdown - a last second 64- 
yarder that sprinkled flowers on the 
See Football, page 11 
Bulldogs bury WSU 
in their own backyard 
Warriors of the week... 
BetsyMorgan and Andrea Zilka: Setting the pace...goal after goal 
By ANNA L. DEROCHER 
Sports Editor 
There is no "I" in the word team, 
and Betsy Morgan and Andrea Zilka 
both believe teamwork is the main 
ingredient to having a successful 
Winona State University soccer sea-
son. 
Some of the best teamwork comes 
from Morgan, forward, and Zilka, 
utility, as they race toward their 
opponent's goal to put the ball past 
the goalie. 
"When one is off, the other is on, 
and usually neither is off," coach Ali 
Omar said. "So far both haven't been 
off." 
Morgan has 17 goals, seven as-
sists and four wining goals and Zilka 
has 15 goals, seven assists and three 
wining goals on the season to lead the 
team. 
Although the two have different 
styles of play, the end results are the 
same. 
Often the team would scrimmage 
guys to ensure toughness. "Betsy 
makes them look like fools," Omar 
said. "They are not happy about 
that." 
"Andrea is a horse," Omar said. 
"She works and works and never 
stops." 
Both Morgan and Zilka are com-
petitive, vocal team leaders. They 
know how to bring the team up when 
members are down and keep them up 
when things are going the Warriors' 
way. "Betsy and Andrea are two 
players who communicate well and 
know where the other is," Omar said. 
"Every game they are making each 
other a little better." 
WSU soccer has been an experi-
ence for both women. "Doing well 
makes soccer more fun," Morgan said. 
Their 9-4 record must be a symbol of 
that fun. 
The women's soccer team can at-
tract between 50 and 70 fans, but at 
other games the numbers are less. 
"It is nice to see groups of players 
from other WSU sports," Zilka said. 
Both agree that the WSU soccer 
program has great potential. 
That could be the result of the 
success both Morgan and Zilka have 
shared. 
"I can tell where Andrea is going," 
Morgan said. "I know where she is 
going to pass the ball." 
"If Betsy has three goals and I 
have zero, Betsy will look to pass me 
the ball," Zilka said. 
"I have never played with anyone 
who could score like me and have 
about the same speed," Morgan said. 
Morgan and Zilka agree that their 
teammates contribute a lot to each of 
their successes and would not be pros-
perous without their team. 
"It takes the whole team to make 
us look good," Zilka said. "Our whole 
team is great." 
"Ali sees the team's potential and 
gets excited," Morgan said. 
In high school, Morgan and Zilka 
were also standouts on their respec- 
tive teams. 
Morgan, a native of Elmhurst, Ill., 
competed for York High School. 
"My team got worse and worse," 
Morgan said. "Every year we lost a 
few girls," 
Morgan felt that coaching played a 
big part in her team's struggle to get 
through a season. "We didn't have 
the coaching," Morgan said. "My 
first two years on varsity, my coach 
was a track star and my last year, the 
coach knew soccer, but couldn 't teach 
it." 
Zilka, a Prior Lake, Minn. 
standout, played her first year on the 
boy's junior varsity squad because 
her high school did not have a girl's 
team. 
"My brother told me to go out for 
the team," Zilka said. "I started, and 
some of the players were upset be-
cause I was younger and a girl." 
After her freshman year, Zilka 
lobbied for a girl's team. In order to 
have a team, Zilka had to entice 25 
girls, get them on a roster, and have 
them paid and ready to go. The team 
was started Zilka's sophomore year, 
but due to a large portion of non-
soccer players, Prior Lake was not 
very successful. 
High school was neitherMorgan's 
or Zilka's first brush with soccer. 
Morgan got her start in soccer in the 
third grade and claims she played 
soccer because everyone else was 
doing it. 
"Basically the coaches were dads 
who didn't know what they were 
doing," Morgan said. 
In fifth grade, Morgan joined a 
traveling team in Addison which was 
20 minutes away from her home in 
Elmhurst. A year later, Elmhurst 
formed its own traveling squad, and 
Morgan jumped at her chance to 
play. 
Zilka didn't make her athletic 
debut in soccer instead, her parents 
started her in softball. 
"To put it bluntly," Zilka said. "I 
sucked." So when she was seven 
years old, Zilka took to the soccer 
field. 
Both Morgan and Zilka admit they 
had role models that helped them 
achieve success. 
For Morgan, a high school 
teammate's father, Mr. Dondlinger 
helped her through high school. 
Dondlinger coached Sparta Club 
teams in Minnesota. Morgan re-
members Dondlinger giving her tips 
at practice and during games. 
For Zilka, soccer club coach Dave 
Phillips was really involved in her 
soccer career through her years be-
fore, during high school and even 
now while in college. The two re-
main in contact today. 
Soccer will always be a big part of 
Morgan's and Zilka's life and team-
work will continue to be their motive 
for success. 
Orto s er 3 1996 
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J. DAVID DICUS/staff photographer 
Andrea Zilka battles for the ball with a Concordia-Moorhead player in Sunday's game at Maxwell 
Field. The loss marked the Warriors' fourth of the season, their record now stands at 9-4. 
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IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START 
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS 
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT. 
-z- 
Can't afford to save for retirement? The truth is, you can't afford not to. 
Not when you realize that your retirement 
can last 20 to 3o years or more. You'll want 
to live at least as comfortably then as you 
do now. And that takes planning. 
By starting to save now, you can take 
advantage of tax deferral and give your 
money time to compound and grow. 
Consider this: Set aside just $loo each 
month beginning at age 3o and you can 
accumulate over $1.72 009* by the time 
you reach age 65. But wait ten years and 
you'll have to budget $219 each month 
to reach the same goal. 
Start planning your future. Call 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it:m 
Even if you're not counting the years to 
retirement, you can count on TIAA - CREF 
to help you build the future you deserve—
with flexible retirement and tax-deferred 
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of invest-
ment choices, and a record of personal 
service that spans 75 years. 
Over 1.8 million people in education and 
research put TIAA - CREF at the top of 
their list for retirement planning. Why not 
join them? 
Call today and learn how simple it is 
to build a secure tomorrow when you 
have time and TIAA - CREF working on 
your side. 
our Enrollment Hotline at 1 800 842-2888. 
*A., ,taning an inter of rate ni 7% credited to TIAA Retirement Ammar', Mi. , rate io wed oolely ob.,. the power and eltict oieompaunding. howeror higher rale. , “wald 
produce very Mit rent remit., (REF certtiteate. ,  are didtributed by TIAA-CREF lirdivtdual and Indlitattonal Service., 
waning moments of the first quarter. 
Bonine pulled down four passes 
for two touchdowns and 136 yards -
the most by a Bulldog since 1982. 
WSU runningback Matt Brandt, 
the NSIC's leading rusher, gained 
116 yards and two touchdowns on 21 
carries. 
Brandt scampered in from the one 
and the six-yard lines. 
Quarterback Jake Goettl contin-. 
ued to play well for the Warriors. 
Goettl completed 20-of-35 passes for 
252 yards and two touchdowns, in-
cluding a 24-yarder to Jake Jansky in 
the first quarter that tied the contest at 
seven. 
Bonine's 54-yard touchdown re-
ception followed a minute later, after 
which the Warriors would trail for the 
remainder of the game. 
WSU returns to action Saturday 
(1:30 p.m.) at home to take on South-
west State University. 
ADVENTURE 
178 Center Street • Winona • 452-4228 
Open 7 days a week: M-F 9:30-8 p.m.; Sat 9:30-5 p.m.;Sun. 10-2 p.m. 
Snowboards • Cross-country • Downhill Skis 
DELUXE TUNE-UP 
SNOWBOARDS OR SKIS 
Sharpen Edges, Wax, Base Repair 
Tune Up Special 
Adjust derailleurs, Brakes, 
Bearings, True wheels - Clean 
drivetrain - Polish frame 
Regular $26 
$19.99 
with coupon 
Special 
$39.99 
Regular $50 
Save $10 
Offer expires December 30, 1996 Offer Expires November 15, 1996 
Soccer 
Continued from page 10 
"We played okay, but Concordia-
Moorhead beat us to the ball," said 
Omar. 
As time ticked away, the Warriors 
continued to play hard, but some mis-
communication and poor trapping in 
the backfield, not to mention 
Concordia' s second half surge, ended 
WSU's chances to come back. 
WSU faces Concordia -St. Paul 
Last Thursday's weather condi-
tions were not ideal for a soccer game, 
but this did not stop the Warriors from 
ripping Concordia College-St. Paul 
10-0. 
Three minutes into the game, Sa-
rah Renneke (3 goals, 3 assists) scored 
the first Winona State goal, and with 
31:24 left on the clock, Morgan's three 
goals gave the Warriors a 4-0 cushion. 
Apparently, this lead was enough 
to convince Omar to make a line 
change, which meant that backup 
goalie, Jessica Bunker, was given valu-
able playing time. 
By the end of the half, Tracy Lund 
had scored her fifth goal of the year 
combined with Karen Malinaro' s first 
of the season, making the score 6-0. 
"We played great today," said 
Omar. "Our passes were crisp and we 
were always looking upfield to the 
open people. We worked the ball 
really well." 
For most fans, to see a goalie stand- 
ing at the 30-yard line for a majority 
of the game says that she has a great 
deal of confidence in her offense and 
defense. 
"I have a lot of confidence in our 
defense because they are always com- 
Football 
Continued from page 10 
grave of the long dead Warriors (2-2, 
2-5). 
A more surprising feature on the 
Bulldog's laundry list of accomplish-
ments was that of quarterback Trevor 
Theelke. 
For a team not usually considered 
pass oriented, UMD recorded 213 pass-
ing yards. 
Theelke completed 10-of-16 at-
tempts for three touchdowns, includ-
ing a 54-yard toss to Wes Bonine in the  
municating and will tell me if they are 
trouble," said goalie Heidi 
Hermann. "When I do stand on the 
30, I take the role of team sweeper 
when we are on offense and the 
sweeper then moves up to midfield." 
Having been taken out of the game 
early in the first half in order to give 
Bunker some playing time, Hermann 
returned to the lineup in the second 
half as a forward. 
"I played as a forward some in 
high school, and because it some-
times gets monotonous in goal, I too 
like to have fun," said Hermann. 
Speaking of fun, the ultimate goal 
for a soccer player would have to be 
off a header. Although four wore 
goals were scored in the second half 
(Lund, Zilka, Renneke-2), the best 
goal of the game came with 10:13 left 
on the clock. 
After a failed attempt to put a 
header in, which just sailed over the 
crossbar, Zilka's cross was the ideal 
chance for a header goal, and Renneke 
took advantage of this. 
As if this goal (9th of the game) 
was not enough to make any goalie 
whimper, the Warriors hog-piled 
Renneke in front of the goal. 
"I've been disappointed with the 
fact that we haven't scored any goals 
on headers so far this season, but 
Renneke has been the only player 
determined to try this," said Omar. 
Every coach's dream is to have 
depth on the bench, which may have 
something tc , do with the Warriors' 
success this season. 
"I'm always happy to sub off the 
bench because I know that the players 
who are currently on the sidelines can 
play just as good as those on the 
field," Omar said. 
Last Monday, WSU hosted 
Bemidji State University which was 
an exciting game from the start. The 
Warriors went on to preserve a 6-0 
shutout. 
With 39:30 on the clock, Zilka 
snapped a 0-0 tie with a goal assisted 
by Morgan. Eighteen minutes later, 
Zilka struck again. 
Setting up for a free kick, Christine 
Kottwitz faked a shot on goal, and 
passed to Zilka who banged a shot off 
Bemidji's wall. Zilka then followed 
her own shot, scoring on the rebound. 
Lund scored Winona State's third 
goal of the half with 15:29 on the 
clock. 
Since the Warriors shut down 
whatever offensive punch the Bea-
vers came into the game with, Bemidji 
State managed its first shot on goal 
with 28:18 on the clock in the second 
half. 
Susan Lussenhop, Zilka and Wind-
ers scored the final three goals of the 
game. 
"We always need to play with the 
same amount of aggressiveness 
against every team we play," said 
Omar. "This will eventually come 
with experience." 
The Warriors return to action 
Thursday (4 p.m.) at home against 
Southwest State. 
April 20- 
May 20 
July 23- 
Aug. 22 
Aug. 23- 
Sept. 22 
Oct. 23- 
Nov. 21 
Nov. 22- 
Dec. 21 
Jan 20.- 
Feb. 18 
Feb. 19- 
March 20 
May 21- 
June 20 
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Spending time 
away from home helps charge your 
organs. Make sure you take your 
cash out of the ATM. Failure to do 
so will result in getting bounced out 
of the hotel you so suavely booked 
for you and your mate. The side-
walk my prove to be cold on your 
butt checks. 
Find a headhunter when searching 
for a high profile job. Rule out any-
one with the name Guido, Husco or 
Little Mookey. You can also cross off 
anyone who wears black suits, hair 
slicked back, enjoys trench coats on 
warm days and appears to talk to 
themselves while covering one ear. 
End all confusion and just sling 
refried beans at Taco Bell. 
You may not be able to build up a 
lot of momentum this weekend. 
Have your friends wake you up 
with a bucket of ice water. The 
instant shock will make you want 
to get up and beat the cream out of 
them. After they gang up on you 
and send your liver up your nos-
trils, you'll have a reason to try 
and achieve more than any other 
funny looking person has before. 
You will have the competitive edge 
when if comes to a verbal battle. All 
those vocabulary words you learned in 
grade school will finally come in 
handy. Even though you were never 
allowed to play after school, and have 
the coordination equivalency of Erkel, 
the first few comments you make will 
be pretty humiliating. Not much can 
be said after you have your body tied 
around a flagpole. 
Dec. 22- 
Jan. 19 
March 21- 
April 19 June 21- 
July 22 
Sept. 23- 
Oct. 22 
A major house cleaning is in order 
before your folks stop by. Pull the 
plug on your roommates blow-up 
doll to be sure that it's deflated in 
time. Get rid of Enrique, the 12 foot 
bong on wheels (now you know 
why it's on wheels,) and replace 
your splendid, yet awful, video col-
lection with fake labels that read 
"Barbara Strisands Chritsmass" and 
Bing Crosby's Gretest Hits." 
Your excellent communication 
skills don't seem to be working. 
Calling co-workers piss ants and 
spitting out future in-laws home-
made dinners will not prove to be 
beneficial. Start watching the 
Simpsons and do everything oppo-
site of Homer Simpson. Replacing 
Long trips need a lot of preparation. 
Don't forget to leave a key for your 
truly lovely friends who like to crash 
on your couch after playing drinking 
games with tequila instead of tradi-
tional beer. Make sure your plants get 
just the right amount of water. Pray 
your friends don't smoke the plants. 
Finally make sure you take care of 
any warrants, so you and your vehi-
cle don't get impounded in some 
hick-a-billy town. 
Becoe more active in community 
functions. Organize a baseball or vol-
leyball team for the elderly. Don't be 
too rough. Get a supply of nutritious 
fiber bars and plenty of liquids. 
Avoid complaints of arthritis pain 
and drug them up on some Nuprin 
before you begin. If they can't swal-
low pills, crush it up and serve it in 
their Martinis. Make 'em stiff for a 
whaling of a grand old time. 
Hardly working versus working 
hard may be the key to enjoying 
life. Tell your boss to stick it 
where not even the tanning bed 
shines. Grab a chair and stand up 
in front of all your co-workers. 
Tell a malicious lie that their 
spouse was on Jenny Jones for 
going cow tipping and sucking the 
milk right out of the cow. Extra 
bonus points for telling the story 
with a bull instead of a cow. 
Guard against acting on impulse. 
Those $200 withdrawals, from 
your step sisters savings fund, may 
actually be depleting the size of 
your Christmas present. To show 
them you really care, buy them 
occasional token gifts from the 
drug store every now and then. 
This way you can always lay a 
guilt trip with all those glass snow 
worlds you bought them. 
If thinking about relocating, try some-
place of aesthetic beauty. The upper 
plains of Oregon can be found to be 
very soothing. Las Vegas can be prof-
itable for those who like to gamble or 
for those who think legal prostitution 
is the greatest idea in the universe. Or 
you can stay right here in Winona 
where the number of bars outweighs 
the churches, and the only place where 
you can flip off a person on the high-
way one night and belly up to the bar 
with them the next. 
You need to inject some variety into 
your life. Start by pouring your orange 
juice right into the spoiled milk and 
cereal. Don't eat it. Give it to your 
roommate who can't see a lick because 
they haven't put in their contacts yet. 
Take a picture of their face and send it 
in into a dating service. They may not 
get many blind dates, but the one they 
do get will be one to remember. 
HELP WANTED 
$1000's POSSIBLE 
TYPING. 
Part Time. At Home. Toll 
Free 1-800-898-9779 
Ext. T-8731 for Listings. 
Tour guide, instructor, life - 
guard, hotel staff, firefighter + 
volunteer andgovernment 
positions available at National 
Parks. Excellent benefits + 
bonuses! For Outdoor 
Employment Program call: 
(206)971 -3620 ext N56773 
HELP WANTED 
Men/women earn $480 
weekly assembling circuit 
boards/electronic compo- 
nents at home. Experience 
unnecessary, will train. 
Immediate openings in your 
local area. 
Call 1-520-680-7891 
EXT. C200 
$1000'S POSSIBLE 
READING BOOKS. 
Part Time. At Home. 
Toll Free 1-800-898- 
9778 
Ext. R-8731 for Listings. 
* EARN EXTRA 
INCOME* 
Earn $200-$500 weekly 
mailing phone cards. For 
more information send a 
self-addressed stamped 
envelope to: Inc., P.O. 
Box 0887, Miami, FL 
33164. 
Students Needed! Earn up 
to $2,000+/mo. working for 
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour 
companies. World Travel. 
Seasonal and Full-Time 
employment available. No 
experience necessary. For 
more information call: 
(206)971-3550 ext. 
C56774 
MISCELLANEOUS 
UNIQUE CHRISTMAS 
GIFT 
Name an actual star for 
someone. $33. Star 
Directory 
1-800-500-3128 
FOR SALE 
SEIZED CARS from $175. 
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys, 
BWM's, Corvettes. Also 
Jeeps, 4WD's. Your Area.
Toll Free: 
1-800-898-9779 Ext. A-8731 
for current listings. 
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FREE T-SHIRT + $1,000 
 
GOV'T FORECLOSED 
homes for pennies on $1. 
Delinquent Tax, Repo's, 
REO's. Your Area. 
Toll Free 1-800-898-
9778 Ext. H-8731 for 
current listings, 
"Kingdom good news 
preached worldwide, 
then the end." 
(Matthew 24:14) i, 	, 	,..- 
WINONA 
RAILROAD 
Female subleaser 
needed $189/month OBO 
Available Dec 1-Aug 16 
Fingall Hall Room 107 
x11 457-9446. 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Credit Card fundraisers for fra- 
ternities, sororities & groups. 
Any campus organization can 
raise up to $1000 by earning a 
whopping $5.00/VISA applica- 
tion. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 
65. Qualified callers receive 
FREE T-SHIRT 
Be safe on the streets! 
Don't be the next victim! 
Get the latest personal 
security products: pepper 
sprays • stun guns 
apartments/dorm room 
alrams C&D Wholesale 
454 -5758. Call now, 
before it's too late...! 
Attention All Students! Over
$6 billion in FREE Financial 
Aid is now available for students 
nationwide from private sector 
grants & scholarships! All stu- 
dents are eligible regardless of 
grades, income, or parent's 
income. For more information, 
call: 1 -800 -263 -6495 
ext. F56772 
TRAVEL 
Earn a free trip, money or 
both. We are looking for 
students or organizations to 
sell our Spring Break pack- 
age to Mazatlan, Mexico. 
(800) 366-4786. 
Earn MONEY and FREE 
TRIPS!! Absolute Best 
SPRING BREAK 
Packages available! ! INDI- 
VIDUALS, student 
ORGANIZATIONS, or 
small GROUPS wanted!! 
Call INTER-CAMPUS 
PROGRAMS at 1-800- 
327-6013 or 
***FREE TRIPS & 
CASH!*** 
Find out how hundreds of 
student representatives are 
already earning FREE 
TRIPS and LOTS OF 
CASH with America's #1 
Spring Break company. 
Cont... 	>> 
Sell only 15 trips and travel 
free! Cancun, Bahamas, 
Mazatlan, Jamaica or 
Florida! CAMPUS MAN- 
AGER POSITIONS ALSO 
AVAILABLE. Call Now! 
TAKE A BREAK STU- 
DENT TRAVEL 
(800) 95-BREAK! 
FREE TRIPS & CASH! 
Sell SKI & SPRING 
BREAK beach trips. 
Hottest places & coolest 
spaces. 
Call immediately Student 
Express, Inc. 
1-800-SURFS-UP. 
SPRING BREAK 
Mazatlan. Air/7 nights 
hotel free nightly beer par- 
ties/party package/dis- 
counts. (800) 366-4786. r- 
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